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coders, IF circuits, time -bases, convergence, waveforms, set-up
procedures, test equipment, fault finding, typical circuits.
This course is designed for engineers who will be called upon
to service colour television receivers within the next four months.

Expert guidance throughout the course. Test questions with
each lesson. Model answers supplied. Terms available. Certificates awarded.

Fee for the complete course 10 guineas.

-I

Please send, without obligation, details of your colour
television course.
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STILL WELL IN

A series of 10 lessons dealing in detail with: Colour mixing, the PAL colour system, colour receivers, de-
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BANBURY, OXON
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Practical Television
IN

one sense we are now back where we were a
generation ago. Then, the TV service had just
started up again after the war and the man who
owned a television set basked in the glory of his
status. Today, the few who own colour receivers find

themselves in the same exalted position. Then, as
now, the proud possessor of the latest receiver is
discovering many long -lost friends!

For the home constructor, however, the situation
is different. In those early post-war years a veritable
mountain of surplus equipment was modified, adapted and transformed into workable TV receivers and
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Today, alas, there are no convenient pieces of

facilities to build such a complex piece of electronics.
that can afford
Nevertheless there

relaxation to the constructor. Among the projects
published in PT over the last year were a bar and
pattern generator, an aerial intercom unit, various
aerials, a multiplexer, a wide range wobbulator, a
pre -amp baby alarm, a transistorised e.h.t. meter,
a u.h.f. aerial pre -amplifier, integrated circuit test
oscillator, a wide range pulse generator. Other interesting projects are already in the pipeline for
future publication.

Many of our supporting articles have provided
ideas and circuitry for the experimentally minded.
And, of course, PT has always been strong on articles
with a servicing flavour. So, if you cannot yet build

a colour receiver, there is plenty of opportunity to
take an active and practical interest in television in
1968!
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THE COLOUR TV FAIR

SWEDEN'S SECOND TV
PROGRAMME

TtIE Marconi

Company

has

received an order worth nearly

El million from the Swedish
Telecommunications Administra-

tion (S.T.A.) for the supply and
installation of 13 u.h.f. transmitters, which will

play

a

major

role in the launching of Sweden's
second television programme service. Although the transmitters
are to be operated singly at

present, they are
parallel operation

suitable

for

and may be

operated as such without modification.

The equipment for the Swedish

order comprises two 10kW and
eleven 40kW u.h.f. transmitters,
the latter being one of Europe's
most powerful single broadcast-

transmitters in the u.h.f.
band. Both units are equally suitable for both colour and black and -white transmissions and are
designed for fully remote operaing

tion.

THE Colour TV Fair, sponsored by Mullard Ltd., which was held

at Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, W.C.1, from

November 17 to December 2 was opened by David Attenborough,
Controller of BBC -2. Mr. Attenborough was introduced by Dr.
F. E. Jones, M.B.E., F.R.S., managing director of Mullard Ltd.
Colour receivers by Alba, Baird, Bush, Decca, Derwent, Dynatron,
Ekco, Ferranti, G.E.C., Murphy, Philips, Pye, Rediffusion and Stella
could be seen working in separate room settings and throughout
the run of the Fair, these sets displayed normal BBC colour launching programmes, or special material brought by GPO landline from
the Lime Grove Studios, or programme material supplied through
the ITA by the Independent television companies, or the output of
the Fair's studio.
One of the highlights of the Fair was an interview studio, where
visitors were able to appear on closed-circuit colour TV and, from
time to time, see visiting celebrities.
In the Mullard House Theatre, the company's 16 -minute film,
Colour Television was screened every half-hour daily from 10.30 a.m.

This film described in general terms how colour television works.
Picture shows David Attenborough (left) with Dr. F. E. Jones.

BRITISH COLOUR TV GROUP AT MILAN FAIR
TWO senior engineers of the Plessey Components Group's Wound
Components Division at Titchfield, Hampshire, have been in

Milan attending the Fifth Technical Convention on Electronic
Components recently (September 12 to 14, 1967)-the most

important gathering of colour television experts yet arranged.
Mr. Arthur W. Lee, presented a paper on "Advances in line output stage techniques", and Mr. Peter H. Phillips, gave a paper on
"Considerations in the development of a deflection coil for 90°
shadow mask colour cathode ray tubes". The convention was
attended by leading figures in colour television from all the major
industrial countries of the world.

The 40kW transmitters are to
be installed in stations at Emmaboda, Vastervik, Uddevalla, Vas-

teras,
Backefors,
Halmstad,
Sundsvall, Borlange, Visby, Nass-

jo, and Sunne; the 10kW transmitters at Varberg and Karlstad.

LIGHTING CONTROL FOR
BBC COLOUR TV
THORN Electronics Limited
announce that one of their
computer -type lighting control
systems has been installed in

Studio 8 at the BBC television
Centre, Shepherds Bush.

In this installation, the Thorn

"Q -File"

system, controls over

290 lighting circuits using thy-

ristor type dimmers, and feeds
over 500 studio lamp outlets.
Control is by a special' purpose
computer which processes and
automatically files dimmer sett-

ings in any one of 100 memories
during rehearsal. A simple push-

button operation recalls the
settings for programme produc-

tion. Many of the complex pro-

cesses of lighting control may be
pre-programmed, greatly easing

the task of the lighting operator
and

permitting even more
imaginative lighting in both television and theatre productions.
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UPLIFT IN RADIO AND

MOBILE TV RECORDING UNIT AT
SCOTTISH MOTOR SHOW

TELEVISION DISPOSALS

TI -IF relaxation of Government
restrictions

at

the

end

of

August coupled with the normal
seasonal increase in disposals of
radio and television receivers to
the trade resulted in a substantial
uplift in September, according to
the Economic and Statistical
Division of the British Radio

Equipment Manufacturers' Association.

Television receiver disposals at
170,000 for September show an
increase of 81,000 over August

and are 58,000 more than September 1966, although still 13,000
below the deliveries for the same
month of 1965.
Radios accounted for 147,000
giving

a

1966 and

lift

above September
of 22,000 and

1965

15,000 respectively.

Radiograms at 21,000, although
showing an increase over August

of 8,000, were lower than the
September figures for 1966 and

1965 by 3,000 and 11,000 respec-

tively.

The trade has been running at

ebb for the past few
months but these latest figures
a

low

indicate renewed interest in radio

and television.
In the nine months' period

from January to September com-

parisons with this year and the
two previous years show that

overall television deliveries are 7

per cent less than for the same
period of 1966 and 20 per cent
less than 1965. The radio total,
however, shows a slight 3 per
cent increase over 1966 but a
20 per cent drop compared with
1965.

Radiograms show

a

de-

crease of 2 per cent over last
year and are less by 19 per cent

against the year before.
These estimates are net figures
of deliveries by manufacturers to

the home market on firm and

other accounts including those to

specialist rental and relay companies.

THE Radio Rentals Wired Services Mobile Television Recording

Unit was one of the attractions among Ford commercial vehicle
exhibits at the Scottish Motor Exhibition at Kelvin Hall, Glasgow
(10 to 18 November, 1967). The mobile recording unit was fully
operational throughout the exhibition, transmitting a closed-circuit
television service to each of the six Ford commercial vehicle dealer
stands.

Each stand had two Baird 19in. television sets showing a three minute programme of Ford films.
Picture shows the Radio Rentals Wired Services MoVile Television
Recording Unit, specially designed to provide closed-circuit television systems for education, industry, exhibitions, conferences and
similar events.
BEDFORD RELAY STATION

UNIVERSITY TV ORDER

FOR EMI
THE BBC -1 television relay
station to serve Bedford was EMI Electronics have received
brought into service on Novemfrom Glasgow Univerber 20. It transmits on Channel sityan order
for the largest first fully

10 with horizontal polarisation.
professional university television
The BBC -1 relay station is installation in the UK.
situated at Sheerhatch Wood,

The university has made availsome five miles east of Bedford. able
and is converting Southpark
It will serve Bedford and Kemp- House
into a programme originaston, and a surrounding area
employ
including Willington, Carding - tion studio which will

four EMI Type 201 cameras,

Conquest,
Houghton
of producing broadcast Stewartby, Wootton, Bromham, capable
signals on either 405 or
Biddenham and Renhold. For quality
line standards. Two cameras
most viewers in this area, the 625
be equipped with zoom
most suitable aerial to use will will
systems, one with a turret
be one of the special wide -band lens
The fourth camera -will be
types designed to receive the lens.
BBC -1 channel (10) as well as used in a telecine channel based

Colour TV Pioneer is
Technical Manager
NF. of the men who pioneered
the development of colour
television equipment in Britain,

ton,

been appointed Technical Manager

sion. This is a new post
involving the control of two

the professional EMI Type
the ITA channel for the area on
(6). Existing aerials in use for 404 telecine.
A scheme for relaying proChannel 6 may not be satisfactory for use in the new BBC -1 grammes to local schools has also

ChArnsford area.

service.

Mr. Norman Parker -Smith, has

of Marconi's Broadcasting Divi-

development laboratories in the

been proposed.

TUNING -IN
WITH A

e

by K.ROYAL

AJUNCTION diode in reverse conduction
acts as a capacitor and the trend now is to
employ such a device in television tunersespecially u.h.f. ones-for keeping a selected transmission spot-on tune. This is really automatic

vacancy per impurity atom introduced. This, for

frequency correction (a.f.c.), but semiconductor

obvious reasons, is called a hole. Now, if electrons
are introduced into this type of semiconductor they
will be attracted by the holes and eventually caught
by them. As unlike charges attract, holes are considered as positive charges and semiconductor

v.h.f. and u.h.f. channels by means of a potentiometer arranged to adjust the reverse bias and
hence the capacitance. This in effect gives remote

and p -type positive carriers-electrons and holes

diodes are being used, too, for tuning over the
tuning and
capacitor.

eliminates

the

mechanical

tuning

material to which this type of impurity has been
added is called p-type-p standing for positive.
N -type semiconductor thus has negative carriers

respectively.

A junction diode is created by the uniting of p -

Why does a junction diode act as a capacitor?
This question is best answered by looking at the
elementary principles of the semiconductor diode

and n -type semiconductors. In practice, one piece

arranged in the formation of a crystal lattice-

and electrons from the n -type to neutralise the

effect. Junction diodes are made of either germanium or silicon. These substances have a crystalline
make up, which simply means that the atoms are

germanium, for instance, has the diamond lattice.
Gemanium and silicon are not initially "pure"

and before they can be used for semiconductor
applications have to be highly purified or refined.

All the atoms of the pure crystal are bonded

lattice -wise owing to the outer -orbit (valence)

electrons of the atoms "interleaving" with the
orbits of adjacent atoms. All the valence electrons
are thus accounted for in this way and none is
available for current conduction. Pure crystal is,
therefore, an almost perfect insulator-that is, as
perfect as the crystal can be made pure.
While this sets the stage, so to speak, for semi conduction, current carriers have to be introduced
into the pure crystal for controlled conduction. By

the addition of a small amount of antimony or
arsenic, for instance, electrons-negative current
carriers-are made available for conduction. The
crystal will then conduct to a degree determined
by the quantity of the impurity introduced. This
happens because each impurity atom has one

of germanium or silicon

is

used and processing

gives rise to p and n regions at either end (or

side). A p -n junction is in this manner created, and
at the moment of forming holes start to flow from
the p -type to neutralise the electrons of the n -type
holes of the p -type region.

One might expect this interchange of carriers

across the junction to continue until all the p -type
holes are filled by the n -type electrons. This does
not happen, however, because as soon as the p -type
starts to lose some holes and the n -type some

electrons, the former in effect charges negatively
and the latter positively, giving a potential across
the junction which immediately blocks further
interchange of carriers.

The idea is shown in Fig. 1, and the potential
Now if an

region is called the depletion layer.

external supply is connected positive to the n -type

and negative to the p -type, to aid the junction
potential, as shown in Fig. 2, the depletion layer
effectively widens. The device is then said to be
in reverse conduction, and only a very small
amount of loss current flows.

When the external supply polarity is reversed as

shown in Fig. 3, the depletion layer potential is

electron more than is required for bonding to the
crystal lattice. Thus each atom gives one electron
for conduction. Semiconductors of this kind are

countered and overcome. The depletion layer then
collapses and carriers continue to interchange across
the junction as long as the external supply remains.
This is the forward conduction state, giving rela-

atom of this material again Pfits into" the crystal

We have seen then how the p -n junction diode
rectifies, but this still fails to explain how it acts
as a variable capacitor. Well, when the diode is in

than is required for bonding there is an electron

Depletion

called n-type-n standing for negative carriers
(electrons).
If the impurity is aluminium or indium each
lattice, but because each atom has one electron less

Fig. 1 (left): How the
depletion layer in a p -n

junction is formed.
Fig. 2 (right): The de-

pletion layer widens
when the reverse
bias is increased.

tively high current flow.

Widens
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Fig. 3: The depletion layer collapses when the applied
potential is reversed, the diode then going into forward
conduction.

Fig.

remotely by means of a capacitance diode.

reverse conduction, the depletion layer zone acts

rather like the dielectric of a capacitor and the
positive and negative charges as the two plates.

Capacitance thus exists across the diode in reverse
conduction, the value of which is governed by the
width of the depletion layer. As the reverse bias is
increased, the capacitor "plates" move farther away

from each other and the capacitance decreases,

and conversely as the reverse bias is decreased. In
forward conduction, of course, there is no capacitance effect, just a low resistance.
Figure 4 shows a diode connected across a v.h.f.

or u.h.f. tuning coil-the circuit could be part of
the oscillator tuning, for instance-in place of the
usual tuning capacitor. The diode is reverse -biased
by the positive control potential applied to P1 and

thence to the diode "cathode". 121 holds off the
low -impedance control potential source from the

tuned circuit, while R2 ensures that the diode

remains a little in reverse bias even when P1 slider

is farthest away from the positive input. P1 thus
controls the reverse bias on the diode and in this
way changes the frequency of the tuned circuit.

Some idea of how the capacitance of a diode
might change over a reverse bias range of 3V to
25V is shown in Fig. 5. There is, of course, a
reverse bias limit which, if exceeded, causes a
sudden rush of current through the diode. This
is sometimes called the zener effect. Very low capa-

citance values can thus not be attained simply by
increasing the reverse bias. In any event, the capacitance curve tends towards non -linearity at extremes of reverse bias, as Fig. 5 shows.

It has already been intimated that a very small
current flows in a diode under conditions of reverse bias. This is called leakage current, and it can
be looked upon as being caused by a loss resistance in the diode. This reduces the Q value or
"goodness" of the diode. Germanium diodes, while

acting as capacitors, tend to have relatively high
losses in this respect, especially at higher than
normal ambient temperatures. Silicon diodes are
less affected by temperature in this way and they
can be designed with an extremely low reverse

4: Basic set-up for controlling a tuned -circuit

funken tunes from 470 to at least 790Mc/s with a
control potential of 2V to 30V. There is also a
v.h.f. model tuned electronically over Bands I and
III separately. This uses a selector switch for the
particular band, and a third position on the selector arranges for an input from a u.h.f. tuner in the
usual way. Integrated v.h.f./u.h.f. and all -band
diode tuners are available too, and all models have
provision for a.f.c.

Once a diode is incorporated in the oscillator
tuning it is of course a relatively simple matter to
add a.f.c. The scheme is to derive a control potential from a phase detector or discriminator energised

by a signal from the vision i.f. channel. When the
oscillator is tuned for the correct i.f. response the
control potential is nominal or zero, but when the
oscillator tends to wander from the correct tuning
point a positive or negative control potential is
produced and this is fed to the capacitance diode
which alters in value in a manner to restore
automatically the oscillator tuning.
Early a.f.c. systems had to rely on valves arranged

in the form of electronic reactances-capacitive or
inductive as required-but the development of the
capacitance
matters.

diode

has

considerably

The latest colour television sets are employing

a.f.c

to keep the u.h.f. tuner accurately on fre-

quency so that the vision carrier, colour subcarrier

and sound carrier always remain at their correct
positions along the i.f. response curve. Deviation
of the colour subcarrier, for instance, can cause
pattern interference due to increase in amplitude
of the sound carrier/colour subcarrier beat. Conversely,

the colours can be desaturated or lost

completely. Accurate tuning is thus extremely important in colour sets.

The block diagram in Fig. 6 shows the basic

scheme. Some of the signal in the vision i.f. channel is taken out and applied to the a.f.c. amplifier,
which lifts the signal sufficiently for application to
Fig. 5: How the capacitance
of a diode falls with increase
in reverse bias.

loss, making them ideal as capacitors.

Indeed, a new crop of silicon diodes-epitaxial
planar versions-has recently been introduced by

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited designed
specifically as a variable capacitance. Q values as
high as 300 are attained, and the capacitance swing
is sufficient to give continuous tuning over each of

the Bands I, II, III, IV and V. These figures are
for type BA141. For the v.h.f. bands only there is a
type BA142.

U.H.F. tuners are already being made incorporating similar capacitance diodes, and one by Tele-

simplified

3V

Reverse bias
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Fig. 6: How al.c. may be introduced in a television receiver
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manual tuning

capacitor

the a.f.c. discriminator-which acts rather like an
f.m. detector. The control potential from the discriminator is increased in d.c. value by the d.c.
amplifier stage and then fed to the capacitance
diode in the oscillator circuit of the u.h.f. tuner.
Figure 7 shows the circuit of the i.f. amplifier,

the discriminator and the d.c. amplifier. The second

transistor in the

i.f.

amplifier section acts as an

amplitude -limiter and ensures that the signal level
applied to the discriminator remains constant irrespective of the input signal amplitude.
DI and D2 are the discriminator diodes fed from
the discriminator transformer T1, and provided the
i.f. input signal is accurately tuned to the resonant

frequency of Ti no output appears across Cl.
Should, however, the i.f. signal applied tend to

wander from Ti resonant frequency the balance of
DI and D2 conduction is destroyed and a potential
occurs across Cl of polarity governed by whether

the detuning is above or below the carrier frequency and of magnitude corresponding to the

Fig. 8: One way of connecting the capacitance diode for
oscillator tuning.

degree of mistuning. This d.c. output is applied
to the base of the third transistor (the d.c. amplifier) through RI, and appears considerably amplified at the collector from whence it is fed to the
capacitance diode in the tuner unit.
The thermistor in the d.c. amplifier emitter
provides thermal stabilisation, while the "set a.f.c."

preset allows the capacitance diode value to be
adjusted initially in relation to the manual tuning

capacitor for the correct oscillator frequency. This
preset simply adjusts the standing d.c. voltage on
the discriminator diodes.

The other end of the arrangement-in the tuner

-is shown in Fig. 8. The transistor here is the

local oscillator (in the u.h.f. section), and the tuning
is achieved by the usual quarter -wave line, repre-

sented by LI in the circuit. Manual tuning is by
the small variable capacitor at one end of the line,

while a.f.c. is given by the
capacitance diode. This

is connected in an artful
manner to avoid the d.c.
control potential appearing in the transistor circuits proper. A coupling
loop is placed close to

the oscillator line LI, and
as the capacitance on this
changes so, too, does the
oscillator frequency. The
loop, of course, is electrically isolated from the
tuned line, and since one
end is connected direct
to chassis it is a simple

From

Vision

IF
ake-off

matter

to

pass

d.c.

through it and the series
diode to secure the
r e q u i r e d capacitance
change.

It will be seen that the
a.f.c. potential is applied

via an RC filter to the

Thermistor
AQ.S4(

Fig. 7: The

circuits of the B.R.C./Thorn all -transistor colour receiver

"cathode" of the diode.
Thus an increase in positive control potential here
gives reduced capacitance
and an increase in oscillator frequency.

EXPERIMENTAL TV AERIAL FOR BANDS III, IV, V
By Ivor N. Nathan
THE author has often found the need for a

simple but robust television aerial for either
experimental or test purposes in addition to
the main domestic array on the roof of the house.

It may, for example, be required for testing

a

Retaining screw

Third pin removed
Heavy7-gauge

wire

second receiver without disturbing the rest of the
family's viewing habits or for initial experiments in

Two turns
soldered
to pin

deciding the best position for a more elaborate
aerial array for contemplated DX -work.

CONSTRUCTION
The basic aerial is a folded dipole constructed

Coaxial

feeder

Insulated
sleeving

Mains
plug

from tinned -copper wire of a gauge large enough to
make it self-supporting on its mount. As shown in

Cable

grip

Fig. 1, the aerial is conveniently mounted on a

Fig. 1: Basic folded dipole.

been removed. The wire must first be cut to the
required length for a folded dipole to resonate in
the channel required, plus two inches to allow for
wrapping each end around the plug pins prior to
soldering. Remember to insulate the wire and the

mounted in plastic terminal blocks, as shown in

ing the two ends. The outer covering cut from a
length of coaxial cable is ideal sleeving for this

was received on the main domestic array. Reception

three -pin mains plug from which the earth pin has

pins with suitable lengths of sleeving before solderpurpose. For safety reasons (live -chassis receivers)

the aerial should be either isolated by capacitors
or the exposed tips of the plug pins fully covered
by plastic insulating tape after soldering.
Connection to the dipole is made by feeding the

coaxial lead-in through the normal cable -entry at
the end of the plug and securing the tinned wire
ends by tightening the pin screws as for a mains
lead. If the cable -grip screws are then tightened

the complete assembly is most sturdy and will
withstand constant handling. For Band III the
average length of the dipole (after folding) is

Fig. 2.

The dipole and its associated elements were
secured with woodscrews driven into the wooden
members of the lean-to. This arrangement provided
an alternative ITV programme to Channel 9 which
of Mendlesham was snowy during bad conditions
but good under normal conditions.

As a second aerial for alternative channels the

need for changing -over input leads can be obviated
a suitable splitter circuit, of which many
examples have been described in previous issues of

this journal. The use of a pre -amplifier may also
be of assistance in weak signal areas.

Quite an elaborate array can be installed in a
loft using this method of construction- and, for

30in., and for BBC -2 (Crystal Palace) 10in. which
makes physical handling simple.

Band III, a 12 -element (or more) aerial is feasible
in fringe areas, giving results which compare most
favourably with an unsightly roof -top aerial. An
added advantage is that it is relatively unaffected

complete and in some areas will suffice as a perma-

formance. Again, it is advisable to find initially the

As a simple folded dipole the aerial is now

by the atmosphere and retains its "as new" per-

nent indoor aerial. An aerial of this type cut for

optimum position for the basic folded dipole and
then progressively to add the extra elements. This
tailor-made approach ensures optimum matching
between the aerial, feeder and receiver, the extra

BBC -2 and positioned horizontally in an optimum

room position has been functioning very well in
this locality (Southgate, N.14) for some considerable time. If the aerial is to be kept in a permanent
position the retaining screw can be removed from
the plug cover and

a

hole drilled completely

elements being

positioned

in

turn while

the

receiver is switched on so that results can be copstantly compared for picture improvement.

through so that a woodscrew can be used to fix the
aerial in position and retain the plug cover.

Insulating sleeving

Continuous

MULTI -ELEMENT ARRAY

heavy-gauge

wire

When previously living in Luton, Bedfordshire,
a folded dipole of this

the author constructed

type cut to resonate in Channel 11 and mounted it

horizontally outside the back of the house to

receive ITV Anglia from Mendlesham. The optimum position, found by trial and error, was found

Retaining

screw

to be surprisingly low and was just under the

glass roof of a lean-to which conveniently provided
shelter from bad weather. A reflector and directors
were progressively added, the extra elements being

cut from the same gauge wire as the dipole and

Plastic terminal block

Fig. 2: Reflector or director element.

PHOTOMULTIPLIERS
PART 2

K. T. WILSON

THE current from the photocathode, termed the
photocurrent, is very small; and as we
have seen it is even smaller when a

tube

To

is

be

in

use

usable,

in

such

a
a

flying -spot scanner.
very small signal

must be amplified, but this cannot be done in a
straightforward manner in the normal type of
amplifier. Every amplifier gives an output signal
even when no input signal is present. This output
signal is termed "noise" and is due to the random

movement of electrons, whether in a beam or in a
solid material. The noise output signal of an amplifier of several stages is due mainly to the noise in
the first stage, since this is amplified in all subsequent stages. Because of this it is convenient to
think of amplifier noise as if it were all appearing
at the first stage from a signal generator. We can

calculate the strength of the noise signal which
would cause the noise output we see: it is the
noise output divided by the total gain of the
amplifier. Looking at it in this way it is easy to see

that the noise signal is competing with the input
signal at the first stage of the amplifier, and if the
input signal is many times greater than the noise
signal then the input signal retains this advantage
all the way through the amplifier; but if the input
signal is less than the noise signal, it remains
indistinguishable amongst the noise no matter how
great the amplification.

The output of most photocells used in flying spot scanners is well below the noise level of the
best video amplifiers unless a very high light level
can be obtained from the c.r.t. scanner, and it is
therefore necessary to find some method of amplifying the signals from the photocathode, without
introducing noise,

until they

are considerably

greater than the noise of the video amplifier. This

is accomplished in the photomultiplier by a process
termed secondary emission multiplication.

Secondary emission
We have seen that the alkali metal caesium is
extensively used in the formation photocathodes.

Caesium has another property besides photoemission
which is very useful: if a film of caesium on nickel
is

more positive voltage is present the extra electrons
flow to it. This process of trading one electron for
two or more is called secondary emission and has
been known for a considerable time. The ratio of

the number of electrons leaving a surface to the
number of electrons striking it is known as the

secondary emission ratio. For most substances it is
between 1 and 2, but for caesium on nickel it may
be as high as 6.
Secondary emission is a form of amplification,

therefore, and has the remarkable advantage of
being practically noiseless. The disadvantage of
requiring the presence of caesium to ensure large

gain is unimportant in a photomultiplier, since the

caesium has to be present anyway. There is no
advantage to be gained by the use of secondary

multipliers in valves in respect of noise since most
of the noise is due to the high temperature of the
cathode; but in the photomultiplier this disadvantage is absent.

A secondary emitting electrode is known as a
dynode, and the simplest form of photo pc

Photocathode

Photocathode
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1(

/
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f
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ly

Pinwheel

+-Anode.

Anode

photocathode, a

dynode and an anode.

4

5

4

Electron
stream

bulbGlees

multiplier (Fig. 5)
would consist of a

Some care must
iaiirirrrviiriiariiiii/be
taken to ensure that

2

Dynodes /

le

struck by electrons from a cathode 50-500

volts negative, more electrons leave the caesium
surface than strike it. One may imagine a blindfold man at a snooker table, who has struck a ball
and finds that two or three return to him. Many
materials behave in this way, and if an anode at a

Venetian blind

Straight

(electrons have different paths)
Glass

base Fig. 6 (above): Alternative designs for dynode structures.

ins Fig. 5 (left): Simple photomuitiplier with single dynode.

all the electrons from
the photocathode land
on the dynode and do
not bypass it to land
the anode, but
otherwise the structure is simple and
straightforward. This
process may be exon

tended, and we can

imagine the dynode of
Fig. 5 as the source
of electrons for a

second dynode. This
process may be continued

to

a

large
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Colour range

Ultra -Violet Violet Blue Yellow Red Infra -Red
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020

Typical small photomultiplier tubes

number of stages (fourteen in some cases) and the
electron current is multiplied by the secondary
emission factor at each stage, hence the name of
the photomultiplier.
The gain of a secondary multiplier assembly may
even if

the gain of each

stage within it is small. As an example, if the gain
of one dynode is 2, that of two is 4, three 8, four
16, five 32, six 64, seven 128, eight 256 and so on.

60
40
Light wavelength In millionths of

80

100

a centimetre

Fig. 8: Photocathode colour response characteristics.
The response of the S20 photocathode is very similar to
that of the human eye.

with that of the other dynodes), because it is
difficult to arrange the dynodes geometrically so
that all the electrons from one dynode hit the
next dynode, and also because of the difficulty of
depositing an even layer of caesium on each
dynode. An arrangement which is ideal in one
respect may be useless in another and hence
unusable.
Another point which restricts the geometrical
arrangement is that the total path of an electron
from any point on the surface of the photocathode

to the output must be the same regardless of its
route through the multiplier. This is particularly
important for photomultipliers used to record the
pulses of light from nuclear reactions. When a pulse whose width is measured in nanoseconds
(1,000nanosec. = Lusec.) is applied to a photo multiplier any path difference causes the output
electrical pulse to be considerably longer, i.e.
integration takes place.

Some of the arrangements which have been

used for photomultipliers are shown in Fig. 6.

Circuitry
Fig. 7: Dynode supply chain.

Video ou(a

The overall gain is given by the formula G r--- Sn
where G is the overall gain, S the gain per stage
and n the number of stages. Although in theory the
gain could be made as high as desired by increas-

For photomultiplication each dynode must be
more positive than the preceding one and, preferably, the voltage between adjacent dynodes should
be constant. This is usually achieved by setting
up a voltage divider chain (Fig. 7) where each

dynode is fed from a tapping on a set of series
resistors. It is important that each tapping point
should be decoupled as shown to prevent feedback
from one dynode to another lower in the chain.

The video signal, in the case of a flying -spot

ing the number of stages, in practice the gain is

scanner, is taken from the anode by a load resistor

feedback (the signal at each dynode is in phase

-continued on page 159

limited because high gains cause instability due to

up a particular person who may be speaking. By this
means the boom can be held just out of shot of the

camera, but near enough to the performers for

most applications. As the action moves from set to
set and area to area within the studio, the microphone boom, mounted on its stand, can be moved
to a different set. On large sets, two or more booms
may be used.
It will be appreciated that the boom operator
needs great skill to avoid the microphone appearing

in shot at the top of a picture, especially as performers stand up or where a wider shot is taken.
As zoom lenses come into common use, so the
boom operator's problems increase as he cannot

gauge the shot by the lens selected by the cameraman. The positioning of the microphone boom is
very important in determining sound quality, and
to assist in positioning the sound supervisor in his

TODAY
PART 4

M. D. BENEDICT

TOO often sound tends to be forgotten when
compared with the vision side of television;
but it must be realised that without sound

most programmes would be meaningless and
unintelligible. Television sound springs largely from
sound -radio practice, but now techniques developed
for television are finding their way into sound radio.

Film practice has also much to offer television, so
the result is largely an amalgamation of the two
techniques.

Microphones
Sound always starts with the microphone. In

television, microphones divide into three categories:

those for use "in shot", those out of shot, and

personal microphones. In shot microphones have to
be neat and simple in appearance; this factor must
not clash with requirements for high quality. Most
of these are small moving -coil microphones with a
baffle arrangement at the back. Such microphones,

as used by pop groups, are often found in an

improved version in television work particularly in

light entertainment, used by singers, either hand
held or clipped on to a microphone stand.
For static shots of newsreaders, announcers and
actors at desks, electrostatic or condenser micro-

phones on a table stand are usually used. These are
less robust, as the microphones contain a preamplifier within the case, but clean, high -quality
results are obtained with them. Along with movingcoil microphones, these electrostatic microphones

are used on stands to cover orchestras and pop

groups, or where a singer works to the microphone.
Obviously the presence of such microphones will

distract the viewer and for applications such as
drama microphones must not appear in shot. In
these cases a microphone mounted on a boom is
used. The operator, standing on the platform, can
rotate the microphone from side to side, tilt it up

or down, or extend the boom to reach any position.

As the microphone at the end is directional, the
operator can rotate and tilt the microphone to pick

control room can communicate with the boom

operator in order to guide him.
Microphones used on booms are usually high quality moving -coil units with cardioid, i.e.
unidirectional pick-up. Cardioid microphones are
considerably more sensitive in one particular direction, the response curve of sensitivity and direction
being cardioid, i.e. heart shaped. Many microphones
have this characteristic as it tends to prevent
acoustic feedback howl in Public Address systems.
In television, the boom operator positions the
microphone between the speaker and the source of

any unwanted sounds so that the microphone is
"pointed" at the speaker and the unwanted noise
is in the direction of minimum sensitivity, thus
reducing its effect. Electrostatic microphones are
sometimes used for music but care has to be exercised to avoid wind noise where fast movement is
called for.

For very wide shots or fast-moving sequences
such as a song -and -dance routine a boom cannot

follow or get close enough to cover an artist, so
personal microphones are used. Lanyard or neck
microphones, as these are also called, can be

suspended around the artist's neck or fixed to the
clothing in such a manner that it is out of sight of
the camera. Personal microphones are usually very
small moving -coil microphones and are white or
dark green to merge with the tones of the clothing
worn by the artists.
Compensation is applied for the sound picked

up, as speech will be addressed away from the
microphone and the sound picked up is mostly
from the artist's chest, resulting in a loss of some

of the higher frequencies. Artists' clothing and the
position of the microphone will vary, as does the

build of the artist, so that this compensation is
variable and it is necessary to match the sound
received by the microphone to compare with other

microphones in use by using an adjustable tone
control unit.

Microphone cables would be a problem in some

cases so that a miniature f.m. radio transmitter
is sometimes used. To reduce the variation in the
level of the transmitter a compression amplifier is
used to even out the artist's speaking level; other-

wise overloading might occur. The transmitter,

compressor, microphone amplifier and batteries are
packed in a case about the size of a packet of cigars.

In some cases an aerial is provided by the short

microphone lead to the transmitter.
Other microphones used are the very directional
rifle and parabolic microphones employed for
picking up a source some distance away.
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are

bulky, being three or four
feet in diameter; rifle microphones are mounted in a
tube about a foot long. Both
suffer from lack of direction

at the bass so it is usual to
tailor the bass response off.

However, they are used in
conjunction

with

other

microphones and on outside
broadcasts for effects when
they are fixed to the side of

a camera. For O.B. use the
lack of bass is an advantage.

commentaries
use a special noise -cancelling

Out -of -vision

lip microphone held against
the commentator's mouth. A
ribbon -microphone unit suffers

from bass

sensitivity

when used in this way so

that special compensation is

Extraneous noise is
cancelled by the shape of the
housing and the falling bass
used.

response due to the compensation.

Jackfields

The microphone boom. On the platform stands the operator who with the handle
in his right hand can extend the boom, and twist or tilt the microphone with the

controls on his left. The boom can be swung from side to side and moved from
Around the studio are
ATV photo
set to set as required.
placed several wall boxes;
cable
a box with camera
sockets and microphone sockets and outlets these boxes are plugged the microphones and
for various talkback distribution as well as other apparatus, allowing the microphone cables to
other lines to the sound control room. Into be kept to a minimum. From these microphone

points permanent cables feed the signals to a special

panel on or near the sound mixing desk. Called a
jackfield, it allows up to 400 inputs and outputs
such as microphone points, gramophones and

various points on the sound mixing desk to be
interconnected using short leads terminating in

plugs. Any jack connected to a particular source is
plugged via the panel to any source, in the manner

of a telephone switchboard, so the jackfield is a
very flexible method of connecting sources as
required.

Sound Mixing
Sound mixing units are usually built into a desk,
with the controls easily to hand. As studio mixers
vary from a simple six channel mixer to those with
over sixty channels it is impossible to describe
all the variations. However, Fig. 5, showing the
simplified diagram of a 16 -channel mixer, demonstrates some of the facilities often found on a sound
mixing desk.

Most desks accept a microphone level input to

each channel and reduce the level of all other
sources, tape, grams, telecine and video tape, to
this level. All channels are, therefore, identical,
The microphone in its cradle at the end of the boom
The cradle is twisted and tilted by the cables and pulleys

ATV photo

giving operational flexibility. Each channel starts
with a microphone amplifier followed by a balance
control, the latter being a switched attenuator used
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Fig. 5: Schematic diagram
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of a sound mixing desk.
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to set the coarse gain of the channel. Then follows

another amplifier, and the channel gain control.

Nowadays most of these are quadrant faders which

are more convenient to operate than the rotary
types previously used; each fader being a high
quality stud attenuator whose input and output
impedance remains constant, unlike the case with a
potentiometer.
From the fader a special hybrid transformer splits

the channel into two feeds. Hybrid transformers
have the property of almost complete isolation
between their two outputs so that anything mixed
with one output does not appear on the other.

Both outputs are fed to an echo mix switch
which varies the levels fed to the echo and the
direct chain by increasing the amount fed to the
echo chain and decreasing that fed to the direct

2nd Independent channel

x

PA.chaln

It

Foldback chills

combined direct outputs of the left hand group.
For convenience when dealing with several pop

groups or an orchestra it is useful to combine the
outputs of several channels and feed them through
a group fader to allow a balance of the orchestra
or pop group CO be made and left, yet allowing the
whole orchestra to be faded out together with this
group control. Without this, every time the orchestra

was faded, up to ten channels or more would
require operation at once!
Up to five groups are used and often each
channel can be selected on to any group. For
announcers, soloists, comperes, etc. it is often more

convenient to have some independent channels.
These have no group fader but are mixed after the
two group faders are combined. After this mixing
another stage of amplification precedes the main

chain. This affects the amount of echo output for gain control and the output amplifier.
each channel and balances the feed to the echo
Studio output is distributed to several sources:
chamber (or echo plate). All the echo feeds are production control room, cameras, the studio wall
combined and fed (via an amplifier) to the echo boxes, etc., as well as being fed to the central
chamber, a reverberant room with a microphone apparatus room where it is networked or fed to a
picking up the output of a loudspeaker. Alterna- video tape recorder. To identify the output line
tively, a loudspeaker mounted on one corner of a and for adjustment of levels, etc., a tone is fed out
flimsy metal plate about 6 x 4 ft. with a micro- via a send tone switch. So that rehearsal may conphone at the corner opposite the loudspeaker gives tinue during line-up, it is customary to feed all the
a very good approximation of an echo, with the distribution from a point before the tone is switched
advantage of smaller size and a variable reverbera- in but for safety's sake the sound mixer's monitortion time. The output of the plate is fed back via ing loudspeaker and his programme meter can be
a balance control and fader and mixed with the switched to the output line.

---....=i=s661.1..1........11.1
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a

very high quality monitoring
loudspeaker and a special

programme meter to guide
him.

Peak

programme

meters, as they are called,

the level of the
loudest passages, and feature
indicate

very fast rise time and
slow fall time, to give an
very
easy - to - read
yet
accurate movement. Logaa

rithmic amplification is used
to give an approximation to
the aural response.
Independent channels can
be used in another mode. If
a
a programme requires

contributor who cannot be
present at the studio it is

possible to conduct an interview or a discussion with
the contributor in a different
studio

anywhere

in

the

country or even abroad. To

do this a music circuit of
the master studio output is
sent to the remote studio

Sound control room with sound mixer at the sound mixing desk. 'Preview and
transmission monitors in front of desk. Sound mixer's hands are on the channel
Rediffusion photo
faders with other controls and switches above

and fed to a loudspeaker
placed before the contributor to allow him
to hear the interviewer's question. When
the master studio fades up the remote
studio, howl -round will occur as the contributor's microphone is feeding, via the master
studio, his own loudspeaker. To avoid this, a "clean

feed" is sent. Clean feed is studio output without

the remote source's contribution, so the contributor
hears everything except his own output. With the

independent channel in the clean feed condition,
mixing of the independent channels takes place
after the main gain control and after the point in
the chain where the clean feed output has been

phone conversation can be simulated. To do this
the voice of the person out of shot must be dis-

torted by the tone controls as though speaking
through a telephone yet, as the shot changes to
bring him into the picture, the distortion must stop.
Effects units arranged for each channel are
switched in or out when a particular shot is
selected by the vision mixer. Pop groups often
require an effects unit for each microphone to
obtain the sound of the group's latest record.
Special telephone ringing machines have been built
to simulate the ringing of an automatic or a manual

exchange (which must cease as the receiver

is

taken off. Padding resistors (or a hybrid trans-

lifted); to provide ringing, dialling or engaged

pendent channel's output appears on the clean
feed output. A special sub -mixer may be incor-

between performers on different sets when a tele-

former) ensure that little or none of the indeporated, which allows five remote contributors to

hear each other and talk to each other. To do

this each must have its own clean feed. Current

affairs programmes often require these facilities.
Other facilities provided are prehear, where out-

puts are taken from each channel and fed via a
push button to a small loudspeaker, allowing any

source to be checked simply by pushing a button.
Foldback and public address systems are provided.
Foldback is the technique of feeding sound from

telecine, grams and tape into the studio so that

performers can hear contributions from outside the
studio on the studio floor. Public address is similar

in circuitry to foldback but is used for audience
shows where microphones are also combined to
allow the audience to hear all that occurs. Trouble
may occur with howl -round if care is not exercised. Both feeds are routed via switches from
each channel, after the channel fader.
Other items found on the sound desk are effects

units with tone controls, which can be connected

to any group or even any channel on modern

sound desks. Switching, controlled from the vision

mixer, is provided for these units, so that a tele-

tones; and to provide an actual telephone link
phone conversation is called for.

It is interesting to note that four separate ampli-

are used in the complete chain. Normal
microphones produce an output signal of around
100µV for the moving -coil type of microphone
and 5mV for the condenser type. However, it is
necessary to provide enough gain to work with
inputs as low as 30µV. If a condenser microphone
is used with very loud sounds, e.g. a trumpet or
a pop singer who has almost swallowed the microphone, the output from the microphone might be
nearly 50mV. If one amplifier was used to provide
all of the gain for the desk, the output from this
would be nearly 1000V, and obviously distortion
would have set in long before this level was
reached. Instead, a gain control in the form of a
balanced potentiometer is incorporated after the
first amplifier, which has a fairly low gain, and
this is set to absorb excessively high signals so
fiers

that signal levels through the rest of the chain

remain more or less constant. Identical amplifiers
are used at each point in the chain to avoid several
different types of amplifiers, and to make the provision of spares easier. In the modern sound desk,
using transistors, considerable distortion may occur
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is overloaded, without an excessive
output level occurring.
Effects and music are often supplied by records.

if any stage

Most sound control rooms have four turntables,
usually providing instant starting of the records
by supporting an aluminium disc with the record
on it above the turntable and lowering it when the
music is cued. The record is up to speed within
half a second or so. High -quality pickups are fed

direct to an amplifier and a prehear facility

is

floor manager who is the director's representative
on the studio floor. He receives the talkback, as it
is called, on a special radio receiver so that he can
move quietly to any part of the studio without an
encumbering lead. Headphones or earpieces are
used to receive these instructions, and are plugged
into the talkback receiver or special points on the
cameras, booms and other apparatus.

Special talkback from the various sound and

vision supervisors is fed to the sound and camera

provided so that the gram operator can cue up each

crew, and reverse talkback facilities from the

pickups allow the record to be turned backwards
from the start point to a point about half a second
before the starting point, to allow for the run-up.
Faders control the output of each pickup. The

operators to talk to their respective control rooms

some cases two, sources on the sound deck.

avoid the studio microphones picking up unwanted

record whilst another one is playing.

Special

outputs are then mixed to appear as one, or in
Similarly, a

high

quality

tape

recorder

is

frequently uused for music or effects, sometimes
dubbed from the records, sometimes specially
recorded. Dubbing on to tape has the advantages
of being easier to cue, and when a second track is
available this becomes very useful for sound effects

of an exterior of a car or train and its interior.

Once synchronisation of the two effects has been
achieved, the sound mixer merely fades from track

booms and cameras allow the cameramen and boom

should they wish to do so. Talkback from a
special microphone direct to the gallery can be
arranged. Naturally, the use of these facilities

would have to be curtailed on transmission to
comments. By pressing

a

loudspeaker talkback

switch the director can speak direct to the artist via
the foldback loudspeaker, enabling him to instruct
artists directly. When the studio is switched to
its transmission condition this facility, along with
certain others, is removed as a precaution against
misuse. Red warning lights indicate that the

studio is on transmission to people entering the

Often it is impossible for a performer to sing

studio, meaning that great care is needed to avoid
all unwanted noise.
Other communication is provided by a flexible
telephone system which allows any area outside the

into shot or a personal microphone picking up

central apparatus room and master control to speak

to track as the shot changes from interior to
exterior of the vehicle.

and dance at the same time without a boom coming

studio, telecine, video tape, outside broadcasts,

rustles from the performer's clothing as he moves.
In such cases pre -recording is resorted to, with the
performer miming to his own recording. At other
times partial pre -recording is used with a live
orchestra following the pre-recorded opera singer's
voice. In these cases the piano accompaniment for
the artist's pre -recording may be recorded on the

to any of the checking points within the studio,
such as sound and vision control, the apparatus
room, the gallery engineer and the director and
producer. Also provided are telephone outlets for
the newsreader, interviewer or compere on the
studio floor. Usually these are provided by a

second track of the tape recorder and fed to the
conductor as a guide. Pop stars often have to
pre -record the instrumental part of the arrangement and sing to the backing on transmission.

This overcomes the problem of artists who cannot
mime accurately.
Studio acoustics are very important. Drama

studios are usually comparatively dead to dampen
the noise of cameras and staff movement and to
simulate outdoor scenes where there is no reverberation. Light entertainment and music require

longer reverberation time to reinforce the
musician's efforts. Ambiophony is an artificial
a

method of increasing the reveberation of a studio
which is sometimes used, particularly for music.

Applying echo to the studio output is fine for
dramas where the scene is set in a church or a

cave but it is useless for music as the musician can-

not hear the echo and tends to force the music to
compensate. Ambiophony uses the studio itself as
its own echo room by feeding at low level many
loudspeakers placed around the studio walls at
irregular intervals. A delay unit feeds different
delays to each group of loudspeakers to give the

required reverberation.
The communication facilities in television studios
are, of necessity, very complex. As mentioned, the
director has a microphone with which he can talk to

the cameramen, the sound crew and anyone else
who requires instructions or cues, in particular the

telephone switchboard operated by the studio
engineer in the control gallery, allowing anyone to

speak to any other source. Certain push -to -speak
intercoms are used to connect the various engineer-

ing control positions with base maintenance, the
video tape area, telecine, central apparatus room
and other technical areas.

Naturally, the sound supervisor's job depends
largely on the type of programme on which he is
working. Planning meetings where the production
staff discuss with the senior cameraman, lighting
and sound supervisors, the basic requirements for
the programme give him a basic idea of what is
required. He will then decide the number of booms

needed, the number and type of stand micro phones, the sort of sound effects, arrangements
for outside sources, and many other points. Any
special tape recordings will be done before starting
rehearsals if possible.

Mixing Techniques
Sound mixing falls into two categories: those
operations requiring the balancing of the outputs
from several microphones, such as for a musical
item, or when many people speak on a large set;
and those types of operation where only one or

two microphones are faded up together but the
action moves from source to source and constant
changes of source are involved. Current affairs,
sports and news programmes tend to fall into the

latter category but these are complicated by mini-
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mal rehearsal (if any) so that the sound mixer has
to be on his toes. Balancing, however, requires great
skill
of

the orchestra, and a

lot of experience and

artistry is needed to get good results. Drama

programmes usually rely on boom microphones,

with up to two or even three booms used to

cover the larger sets. Small areas may be covered by

a fixed microphone, held or hung just out of shot.
Sound effects, usually transferred from records to
tape, or specially recorded for the programme,
are mixed in as required, and the foldback loudspeaker allows the actors and performers to hear
these effects. Similarly, some sequences may be on
film

or video tape which are mixed to when

started. Foldback is used for these as well.
Light entertainment shows with audiences usually
have special line -source loudspeakers suspended
above the audience. Line -source loudspeakers have
directional characteristics which gives greater protection against

howl -round.

Balancing for the

musical items varies from one microphone placed
above the conductor in the case of some orchestral
music to close microphone techniques to separate
the various groups of instruments in the orchestra.
This allows the sound mixer to balance the
orchestra to give the required emphasis to the
instrument being featured. As is to be expected,
pop groups are balanced by applying the technique
to the ultimate, where each guitarist will have an
instrument microphone in front of his guitar loudspeaker and a vocal microphone, usually on a stand.

So a group of four might require eight micro-

phones to be balanced satisfactorily!
Discussion and current affairs programmes usually involve microphones placed on tables or desks
just out of shot. Booms are used when movement
is expected. Considerable skill and concentration
are required of the boom operator to lead the conversation and have the microphone pointed at the

next speaker or for the sound mixer to have the

correct microphone faded up before a new speaker
starts to speak.
Unfortunately, sound in television still tends to be
a secondary consideration. Television sound comes
under criticism from many people who, listening
to

PHOTOMULTIPLIERS
-continued from page 153

to ensure that each instrument and singer

can be heard at the correct level related to the rest

the small

loudspeakers

on

their domestic
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if a valve were being used, and the same
considerations of choice of value of load resistor
just as

apply. Too small a load wastes gain, too large

causes loss of high frequencies; a common value
is 22k11. Photomultipliers cannot be used in conjunction with d.c. amplifiers as any fluctuation of

the steady current (dark current) of the photo-

cathode is so enormously magnified by the multiplier portion. If a non -modulated light source has
to be examined, it is better to "chop" the light
optically by means of a shutter so that the photo multiplier is amplifying square waves rather than
a d.c. value.

Photomultiplier characteristics
The quoted test figures for photomultipliers
require some explanation. The sensitivity is quoted

in amperes per lumen, but this does not imply
that the anode current is measured in amperes
since the optimum load resistance seldom permits
more than a few milliamps to be drawn. The

sensitivity quoted is usually maximum sensitivity,
which occurs with one specific colour. To
determine the sensitivity for other colours, the
spectral response curve for the photocathode must
also be consulted; the sensitivity at another colour
is given by:
Height of graph at other colour
Maximum
sensitivity X Height of graph at colour of maximum
sensitivity.
For flying -spot scanner use, the S-20 photo-

cathode gives the best response, but the S-11

and S-10 give good results also.
The dark current is the current flowing with no
light input and is sometimes quoted as the equiva-

lent light input to emphasise the fact that light

levels causing an output about the size of the dark

current are undetectable. Other relevant figures
are the number of stages and the optimum volts
per stage (to aid design of the divider chain) and
the temperature of operation (which affects dark
current).

receivers, complain of the quality. Problems for
the sound crews are aggravated by many things.

Table 1 gives abbreviated data for some of the
range of photomultipliers made by 20th Century

the background so that the position of the boom
and the key lights are critical, hence co-operation
is required over these points; and directors often
insist on microphones being out of shot. As men-

TABLE 1:
PHOTOMULTIPLIER SPECIFICATIONS

Lighting supervisors do not like boom shadows on

Electronics Ltd.

tioned, musical balance of pop singers has to com-

pare with records made under ideal conditions
using multitrack records which are re -balanced
many times before the disc is finally cut.

Type

The sound mixer has to work with unobtrusive

microphones, a visual layout of orchestra and artists,
little rehearsal and only one final balance. It is

quite remarkable that the results obtained are any
good at all, yet when the sound is received in the
viewer's home it is often heard on tinny, sideways facing

overloaded

loudspeakers,

the

BMS10/14/B
VMP11/111/B
CV231 6
CV231 7

S11
S11
S11
S11

150
200
200

1 400

10

1920

1900
1920

resulting

quality being similar to that found on many of the
intercom systems!

To be continued

Maximum
Voltage
Cathode Sensitivity
Overall
(Allumen)
(V)
Overall

The author wishes to record his thanks to 20th
Century Electronics Ltd. for information quoted
in this article.

PART 1

Wages are often only three -quarter's or
even less of what can be earned elsewhere and

ditions.

the workshop often takes the form of a small room
behind or over one of the multiple stores. This is

equipped with a table, a multirange meter and a
soldering iron with perhaps a few odd valves and
spares in a box in a cupboard. Needless to say
no first-class engineer would work under such con-

ditions and so such posts are usually filled by
others. Such firms are thus prepared to accept a
non -qualified engineer and so this might appear
to be a good opportunity for the amateur to get

BY VIVIAN CAPEL
THE servicing and repair of television receivers
is undoubtedly a fascinating hobby. Technical
knowledge, the ability to think logically and
manual skills are all brought into play. As a result
many amateurs often express the feeling that they
would like to earn their living by this means. Fre.

quently reports are heard of high wages being

offered to skilled engineers by the trade, and often
too are heard accounts of high labour charges that
are made. The impression can easily be gained that
a small fortune can be made by becoming a service
engineer.

Before giving up one's job and plunging head-

long into the servicing trade, however, careful

thought should be given. Things are not quite as
rosy as they may seem and there are many pitfalls
and other factors to be given consideration.

Prospects
First of all what are the prospects and opportunities of obtaining a job as a service engineer
with a television repair firm in the retail trade?
Judging by the advertisements the prospects would
appear to be good. There seems to be a perpetual

shortage and adverts for engineers are always
appearing in the technical magazines and local
papers. In most cases, though, it will be found

that these are for fully experienced engineers only.
Reputable firms will generally only accept men
who have served an apprenticeship, who hold the
R.T.E.B. servicing certificate or who have had many
years of experience with other reputable firms in
the trade. Unfortunately, many years of study and

practice as a keen amateur will cut little ice with
a prospective employer. He is only interested in
someone who can quickly and effectively repair
any fault that is likely to occur in a wide ranee of

receivers varying from current models to the vintage
ones of all makes. However good and knowledgeable they may be, there are few amateurs who can
claim such a wide range of experience.

into the trade. While it may be tempting to accept
a job as an engineer with such a firm instead of a
lower grade job with a more reputable concern,
the matter should be given cautious thought. Remember that if such a job is accepted further progress in the trade is unlikely. There will be no
opportunity to learn from a good experienced professional engineer because there will be none. Often

these firms keep an engineer and a "workshop" at
each branch rather than a central service department, in which case the engineer will be working
on his own. Should any unusual or difficult fault
arise there will be no one to turn to for assistance.
The reputation of these firms is usually well
known locally in the trade so if one were subsequently to consider leaving and going to another
job the experience gained there would be no
recommendation. In fact, to say that one worked
with such a firm for a period of time would be a
disadvantage in seeking a new position.

Evening classes are run in most areas and at
the conclusion of the set course it is generally
possible to sit for the R.T.E.B. trade servicing
certificate. This along with a semi -technical job
is probably the best way for an amateur to turn
professional.

Opening a business
Many amateurs may have aspirations for open-

ing their own business and becoming self-employed.

Here there are many dangers to beset the unwary.
Many not in the trade will find it difficult to
believe, yet it is true, that many businesses run
their service departments at a loss and consider
them a necessary adjunct to their sales activities.
Actually service need not be run at a loss if it is
organised effectively, but if losses are accepted by
established businesses it just shows that the beginner needs to watch out if he is not to find himself
in financial difficulty. Many are the small businesses

that have opened full of promise, operated for a
while and then been forced to close.

One common trouble from which many such

businesses suffer is under -capitalisation. The overhead costs involved in keeping a business running

seems unexpectedly large to those who have had

little experience in such matters. Business premises

example there may be an opportunity as a delivery
and installation engineer. By applying oneself to
the job and becoming familiar with the receivers
being handled and installed, there may well be a

must be rented, heating, lighting and water rates
must be paid for as well as insurance on stock and
against third -party liability. Then comes the cost
of keeping a van on the road, which is essential,
as well as of course personal living expenses. All
this together with other smaller items forms quite

possible promotion.

made for the business whatsoever. It is true that

One may find an opening if one is prepared to
accept a lower grade job. If one can drive for

future opportunity as an outside engineer with

Many of the large multiple television stores (although, we must add, not all of them) employ only
semi -skilled or non -qualified engineers. They do
this by offering low wages and poor working con-

a sizeable weekly outgoing before any profit can be

all these can he more than met from an established
and flourishing business, but many underestimate

the length of time required for the business to

reach this stage. The time will vary with individual
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circumstances and locations, but about two years is

usually considered the minimum. Capital then,
should be sufficient to cover these various outgoings

for a minimum period of two years with little

return.
One essential provision that will have to be met
from capital is the acquisition of suitable stock.

Large sums can be tied up in stock so the extent
and variety will have to be limited initially. Many
small businesses start originally with almost their
entire stock made up of second-hand receivers. As
the business grows, these are then augmented with
new ones and eventually manufacturers' agencies
may be obtained. Although the main interest of the
business may be in television yet other related lines

should be stocked as well, such as radios, fires,
electrical appliances, plugs, batteries, etc. These
smaller items will bring customers into the shop
who may later become interested in a television
receiver. Also, of course, the profit on such small
items although not large is always helpful.

Buying stock especially for a new business is a
difficult job and one which is beset with many
pitfalls. The beginner should guard against over
buying. Travellers may paint rosy pictures of the
large volume of sales of their products being made
elsewhere, but remember that his job is to sell

you his product and in as large a quantity as
possible. Extra discount for quantity buying is not
worth it if the product lies on the shelves for
long periods. Quantity buying is all right for the

established business with large capital, but even
then it has its dangers. The new business would
be well advised to stick to small quantities.

Another factor that has brought downfall to
many a small business is bad debts, so care must
be exercised in the matter of giving credit.

Making a profit
Sooner or later, if care has been exercised and
the major pitfalls avoided, the tide will begin to
turn and the business will begin to show a profit.
This often presents yet another snare to the unwary. After, of necessity, living economically for so

long, there is then a tendency to feel that the need
for thrift is over, the fruit of one's labours can be
enjoyed and one's living standards can be appreciably increased. This is a dangerous attitude and

many businesses that have been successfully nursed

through the critical early stages have foundered
at this point. While some relaxation of the strict
economies that may have been imposed earlier
may be permissible, yet the bulk of these profits
should be ploughed back into the business. A wider

variety of stock can be invested in and quantity

buying of lines that have proved themselves to be

fast moving can now be embarked upon for the
additional discount. The business can be built up
into a really strong position and a good capital
reserve should also be developed.

Any established dealer will tell you that the
trade usually proceeds in a series of booms and
recessions. Recessions can come quickly and unexpectedly, often as a result of the political or
economic situation. A good capital reserve therefore will help to tide over any such difficult times

which may lie ahead.
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All this may seem rather discouraging and the

hopeful reader may point to the cases of individuals
who are now highly successful but who started with
little or no capital or business experience. It is true

of course that many have indeed done so, but
remember that many more have also fallen by
the wayside. Conditions in the trade are much more

competitive now than they were when many of
these well-known names made their start.

There is one way that many have chosen to

start a business with the minimum of capital and
difficulty and that is by concentrating on service
until the business is well known and the sales
side can be developed. This has several advantages
from the point of view of the beginner. Perhaps the
greatest one is that a large amount of capital does
not have to be found and then tied up with stock.

Another one is that shop premises are not neces-

sary and in fact the business can be run from

one's home, although there can be disadvantages in
doing this.

If one is carrying on a business at home the

conditions of tenancy and certainly the rating position will be affected. The premises will be now used

partly as a business house and therefore will be
liable for an increase in rates. If the house is
owned by the council then rent increases may be
made or they may prohibit you from conducting
a business there altogether.
To many people a private address does not
possess the same aura of technical efficiency as
does a shop in the High Street. The man in the
white coat behind the counter is looked on as

more of an expert than the ordinary individual who
answers the door of a private dwelling even though
he may be the same person. This is understandable
as the first is obviously a professional (i.e. he

earns his living from it) whereas the second is
taken to be a part-time amateur. The building up
of a core of satisfied customers, then, is likely to
take much longer when operating from home than
when using accepted business premises.
Obtaining supplies from wholesalers is also dif-

ficult when operating from a private address as they
consider that such is not a bona fide trade business
even though it may be operating full time.
A still further effect that may be found is

that many clients seem to expect to pay next to
nothing for repairs done at a private address and
yet would cheerfully pay an inflated charge to a
shop. Of course, a good business can, as many
have, been built up from a humble start at a
private address, but it is as well to know the
difficulties involved. A compromise may be effected

by taking small shop premises in what may be
considered a poor business area for an ordinary
shop, painting over the shop window and using
the shop itself as a workshop. This would cost
much less to start and to run than a well -stocked
shop in a good area and yet would have the
advantage of endowing the business with premises
accepted by both trade and public.
Whatever is decided in this respect, the business
will be built initially upon good service. The
proper and effective running of a service depart-

ment will therefore be essential. How this may

be done with the needs of a new business particu-

larly in mind will be discussed in Part 2 of this
article.

Part 2 next month

VIDEO TAPE RECORDING
H.W.HELLYER
WE have in previous parts of this series looked
briefly at the general principles of tape
recording, going just deeply enough into the

theory behind the lens to show that storing and
reproducing pictures is not quite such a straightforward business as recording sound-although the
principle is basically the same. Later on, we shall
consider

a

quite different principle for picture

storage and replay, but for now let us keep to

magnetic recording. The Sony system was described

a dramatic breakthrough in home television
taping when it first appeared on our market. It
is still at the time of writing the least expensive
as

system on the market by a handsome margin.

But not by any means the cheapest in design, construction or concept. As with their domestic audio

tape recorders, the Sony company have put into

their video machine a very high standard of workmanship. But before looking at what it is and
what it does, let us consider a few of the hurdles
the designer has to surmount.

Problems in the design of a tape recorder to
store and reproduce television signals are imposed
by the need for a greatly extended bandwidth.
For an audio tape recorder the frequencies to be

handled cover only a range of some 20,000 cycles,
which is a little more than the limits of human

hearing. The upper limit

is determined by the
dimensions of the gap in the recording and replay
heads and by the speed at which the tape passes
the gap. With good quality audio heads the frequency is- roughly 2,000 cycles for each inch per
second of tape velocity. Thus a good tape recorder
at 71in./sec. should give a reasonably flat response
from the lower useful frequencies (say 40 c/s) up
to 15,000c/s. By comparison, the video tape recorder has to handle frequencies extending from

Increasing the linear speed of the tape transport
is not an acceptable answer. To record even up to
1Mc/s it would be necessary to increase the tape
speed to 500in./sec. A reasonable video picture
can be resolved with a bandwidth of 2.7Mc/s (405 -

line signal) but the high speed of tape transport
raises formidable problems of stability, head and

tape wear and, perhaps most important, limitation
of programme time. For example, an early version
of a linear machine, using triple play tape and with
a bandwidth much less than is currently acceptable,

ran at 90in./sec. to give a half-hour programme-

and this needed 111 in. spools.
The solution is to increase the relative head to -tape velocity while keeping the linear tape speed

as low as possible
and replay heads.

i.e.,

to move the recording

Professional machines, which cost many thousands of pounds, overcome the problem by a system of transverse scanning. Heads are mounted on

a disc which revolves at right angles to a wide

tape. For a tape speed of

15in./sec. a relative

head -to -tape velocity of 1,500in./sec. can be obtained with a bandwidth up to 10Mc/s. (The usable

bandwidth is limited by the need to record the

signals within the protection of a frequency -modulated carrier, making the practical bandwidth more
like 6Mc/s for this system.) But the intricate
mechanical systems and complicated circuitry needed for these systems make them impractical for a
domestic video tape recorder.

A compromise system which retains sufficient
bandwidth to resolve a good picture and limits
the speed sufficiently to allow a reasonable pro-

zero c/s (d.c.) up to 3Mc/s for 405 -line signals

gramme time is the helical scanning technique. In
this system, the tape passes around a drum in the
form of a helix, while within the drum recording
and replay heads revolve in a contrary direction.

View of the full -track erase head. Also shown are the size
and disposition of the tape and, on the left, the guide roller.

View of the fore part of the rotating head drum, showing
one of the heads protruding through the slot.

and up to 4.7Mc/s for a 625 -line television signal.

The result is that the recorded tracks lie side by

.1111=1.15
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side at an angle across the
tape width. The Sony
VC2000

employs

Tension brake guide

Feed spool
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Collector and slip rings

Head bracket

Take-up spoof

Drum

this

system. The tape trans-

port arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 12.
Tape speed is 71in./
sec., using +in. wide tape.
Spool size is 7in. giving

a playing time of 60
minutes. Audio signals
are recorded linearly along
a narrow track at the

10

bottom of the tape and

Guide

synchronising

Tension

of

the
recording with the tele-

guide

Pinch

II

roller

servo signals to maintain

Capstan

roller
Audio Head

Guide

vision signal (and locking

of the signal for replay)
are recorded along the

top of the tape. Erasure

Guide

Erase Head
Tapered guide

prior to recording covers
the full tape width.

The Sony VC2000

is

Slot for Head traverse

Tapered guide

Fig 12: Tape path. Sony CV2000B video tape recorder, showing disposition of
guides. Note tapered guides at entry and exit of head drum. These provide the helical
path for the tape.

designed to record and

reproduce the British 405 -line TV system. This 1.0,125 intervals per second. The 25c/s pulses are
system employs an interlaced scan consisting of obtained (see Fig. 13) by a coil mounted in the
two 2021 -line fields for each complete picture,
drum wall acted upon by a single pole piece
repeated every fiftieth of a second. The lines of mounted on the rotating assembly. The positive
the interlaced fields lie between each other to. pulses are amplified, gated and integrated and fed
give the 405 -line picture. Thus each complete pic- to a d.c. amplifier from which a control current
ture occupies one twenty-fifth of a second. The is fed to the stator coil of the braking mechanism.
heads of the tape recorder rotate at 25 r.p.s. and
This braking mechanism is employed to stabilthe servo motor system locks and synchronises this ise the speed of the rotating assembly, which, unrotation to the field pulses of the television signal. controlled, tends to run at 25.3 or 25.4c/s. The
The video bandwidth needed for a television exact speed of rotation is thus related to the
picture is related to the number of lines, giving a common assembly on which the heads are mounted.
balance between vertical and horizontal definition. Speed stability is within +0.2%.
In practice, only about 400 of the 405 lines are seen
the others being blacked' out during the field synchronising period of the television signal. Vertical
definition is fixed by the line structure; a 405 -line
signal needs a video bandwidth of nearly 3Mc/s to
achieve the correct balance. By comparison, the
625 -line signal needs more than 5Mc/s for the same
resolution of picture.

To limit the bandwidth, the Sony VC2000 has

a vertical definition of approximately 200 lines and
the overall record/playback response need only

extend to 1-8Mc/s. This is only a little below the

off -air definition and certainly as good as the resolution achieved by many domestic television

The pulses are recorded on the control track

of the tape from the speed reference pulse amplifier, and are picked up during playback, processed
in the

same way as the reference pulse and

employed to control the servo mechanism.
The 50c/s pulse generator consists of two pole

pieces passing through the field of a single coil
each rotation. The resulting pulses are amplified
and applied to the mixer circuits for monitor
synchronisation and to the camera as a trigger
pulse for the vertical oscillator.

The 10,125c/s pulses are obtained from two

coils mounted axially to give 180 deg. out -of -phase

(

receivers.

Pole piece

t

alternate fields twice, to give a simulated interlaced
scan. The two -head system is arranged so that the

Head

Brush assembly

The restriction in bandwidth is achieved by
recording alternate fields and playing back these

recording mode employs only one head, rotating
at 25 times a second, giving a track corresnonding
to one field. But when switched to replay the
second head becomes active and scans the same
track, reproducing each recorded track twice. Thus
information is

fed from the head system each

0.11111_

1*

-1 -girt

Head

500 coil

25 cis coil
10.125 kc/s
coils

I

Pole piece

Toothed wheel

fiftieth of a second.

Synchronisation

Fig. 13: The head and servo assembly is concentric with

Three different sets of timing pulses are obtained
from the rotating assembly within the drum, which
is driven by a crossed belt from a single hysterisis
synchronous motor. These pulses are at 25, 50 and

mounted on the main disc, but are separately adjustable
for exact timing. Line frequency pulses are obtained by the

the main spindle. The pole pieces and servo coils are

varying flux from a toothed wheel in the field of twin
pick-up coils.
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A vidicon tube camera employing silicon planar
transistors operates over a light range of 6000 to 1.

An f/1.9 lens with 25mm. "C" mount gives a

sensitivity from 100 lux to near infinity. A camera
selector switch is a standard accessory, allowing two
cameras to be connected and switched instantaneously. In practice, by some adroit interconnection,

one can use as many as six cameras with one
machine; can adapt the camera triggering system
to make it link directly with the monitor as a
closed-circuit television rig and, by interchange of
lenses, vary from telephoto and zoom right down

to a close-up focus on a single tooth! The last
was done by way of demonstration at a West country dental teaching hospital quite recently by
Top of drum and head assemtny, showing brush take -off
wiring. Note also different feed and take-up spool levels
to provide level tape feed after helical movement.

signals from a toothed drum mounted on the rotating assembly. The drum has 405 grooves and
rotates at 25c/s so that a 10,125c/s signal is
produced. Output from the coils is fed to a bal-

ancing circuit, amplified, coupled to a variable

tuned circuit and fed to the camera as a trigger
pulse for the horizontal oscillator.
The vertical sync pulse during TV recording is

obtained from the incoming sync pulse which is
applied to a monostable multivibrator with its
stable output time set for approximately 40,sS.

Recording from a camera employs a similar operation, except that the 25c/s reference pulse is used

as a trigger, the output being recorded in each
case on the tape and acting as a trigger to the
vertical sync circuits in the same way during

playback. In this way, the Sony system is largely
independent of variations in television sync pulses

or power supply frequency.
Synchronisation and locking of the head rotation
phase to the recorded tracks on the tape is achieved

by the pulse sensing circuitry coupled with the

foregoing triggering. Thus the playback automatically locks into exact synchronisation within a
starting period of six seconds (maximum).

Video signals to the monitor are at 1.4V peak to -peak; with negative -going sync. Input video
signal level is approximately 1V, negative sync,

from TV or camera, and is used to modulate a

double-sideband f.m. generator. Frequency modulation is employed to preserve the recording characteristic and maintain playback equalisation without the need for high frequency bias, and also to
prevent amplitude variations due to uneven contact
of tape and heads from affecting the signal. An
additional advantage is that f.m. allows the recording and transmission of the d.c. component.

the author and his colleagues. Other demonstrations
have included the operation of a giant aircraft
undercarriage mock-up, inspection of a fierce flame

at a steelworks, some candid -camera work to aid
the police in their war on housebreakers and-

perhaps the most enjoyable job of the lot!-an

audition for would-be television advertising girls
at a well-known Bristol model agency.

There are, of course, some limitations with a
machine of this nature. To begin with, the basic
model with which we are dealing at present is
suitable only for the 405 -line system. A 625 -line
model is due to be marketed at the time of
writing, costing only a little more than the price
of the Sony VC2000B, which costs 351 guineas
for the recorder and its monitor and 125 guineas
for the camera. Another of the drawbacks that
should be beaten in the new model is a picture
break of up to six seconds when switching from
record, rewind or off to play. The third feature
that limits the original model is the composite
picture and sound tape that must result from the

full -track erase system, so that dubbing and post recording sound synchronisation becomes very difficult. It has been proved possible, in practice, by
some switch and connection juggling to dub from

one machine to another while, re-recording the
sound, but a good deal of care is needed to guard

against losses in picture quality.
Editing, in the sense of "patching scenes", is
surprisingly effective. A straight splice with no
special care to locate individual tracks gives a pic-

ture "flick" of much less duration than the normal
switching break. But if exact editing is needed,
as for example to retain lip synchronisation, then

it would be necessary to cut along a field track

length and this means a very long diagonal splice,
practically impossible to make with any degree of
accuracy. In this area, at least, the film-makers
have the advantage with their successive frames of
still pictures.

So much, then, for the surface details of the

f.m.

Sony system. Digging a little deeper we shall in

demodulated and then applied to a multistage
video amplifier. Pulse mixing takes place in this
section and a unique noise cancellation circuit
amplifies the high frequency component of the
signal (where the noise peaks occur) and feeds it

provide the pulses for the servo operation, the
video and limiter circuitry and some of the refinements needed to make video recording possible.
Space precludes the possibility of giving a complete circuit, for this uses 50 transistors, 28 diodes
and some fairly complex switching. But next month
we shall simplify matters by reducing the sections

During playback and for monitoring the

signal passes through several stages of limiting, is

back to the main signal channel in opposite phase.
Signal-to-noise ratio is better than 40dB.
Audio signals are recorded and played back in

the normal way. A push-pull oscillator provides
bias and erase current at a frequency of approxithately 90kc/s.

the next part go on to the actual circuits that

their fundamentals and discussing each in
turn.
to
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CONDITIONS during the past four weeks
have been no worse than the previous period;
in fact they have been rather better. Sporadic

E reception is still with us, however.
Therefore try to dispel any despondency about
DX by remembering that we shall soon be "turn-

ing the corner" for the next Sp.E. season beginning around March or April, with a few Sp.E.
openings to sustain our interest in the interim
period, and perhaps, even some extreme F2 DX

in January and February.

Back to the current period, we are still waiting
for the usual late autumn tropospheric opening,
but on 18/11/67 there was an excellent opening,
and this should be maintained for a very long
time. Until now, high winds and rain have played

havoc with tropospheric reception.
Sp.E. reception from 16/10/67 to 18/11/67:
23/10/67: Czech. Rl.

24/10/67: USSR RI, Yugoslavia E3, Italy IA,

and IB.

26/10/67: USSR R1, Czech. RI.
28/10/67: Czech. R1, Austria E2a.
29/10/67: Yugoslavia E3.

30/10/67: W. Germany E2.

1/11/67: Sweden E2, USSR RI.
6/11/67: USSR RI, and R2, Czech. RI.
7/11/67: Czech. Rl.

10/11/67: USSR RI, Poland RI, W. Germany

E2.

16/11/67: Hungary RI, Austria E2a.
17/11/67: USSR RI.

Apart from the above, there have been many
very short "bursts" on most days, and some of
these at least are due to meteor showers.
We have the following news items to report:

(I) The mystery test pattern on RI mentioned
in our September issue (the one with the black -

and -white rectangles at the bottom) has now been
identified, as anticipated, as of Czech. origin.
(2) A new "exotic" country is coming soon.
For political reasons, Israel is now committed to
open a TV service in 1968, provisional opening date
1st April. No news yet about transmission in Band
I, but if so we have a reasonable chance.
(3) French manufacturers are now offering sets
that will receive both 625 lines and 819 lines in the
u.h.f. bands. This can only mean that the French

first programme is, or will he, relayed on Bands
III and IV, and if these include some relays in
the northern coastal areas of France, they may be
receivable here.

(4) Another mystery received by R. Bunney on
E2 on 2/10/67: yet another test pattern, a shaded
rectangle with the black section on the right, resting on three squares, the L/H one black, the centre
one white, and the R/H one grey. Probably W.
German we think.
(5) R. Bunney again, this time with a "smeared"
pattern on E2, of uncertain line
frequency, appeared to be over 625, Ch. E. Where
sawtooth

did this one come from? Dare we whisper the

magic words F2?
There are encouraging signs here. As you know,

Mr. Papaeftychiou of Cyprus has been getting
results for some time now and his latest batch
of F2 DX includes Nigeria Kano E4. Even more
spectacular is his mention of E3 reception of an
announcement almost certainly "Ceylon TV
Service". No lists show Ceylon on E3, but his aerial

direction was right, and he knows what he is
doing!

At this end I have heard considerable sound

activity in Russian about 40Mc/s. The band 39.98
to 40.002Mc/s is allocated for space research and
as this activity was on the 2nd to 4th November,
about the time of the last Russian space shots, the

transmitters may well have been at or near the

launching pads in the Ural Mountains in Asia.

C. R. Dykes of Bexleyheath has now also had
the paging station QRY508 at New Orlando USA

about 35Mc/s, so that is another instance of F2
reflection.

Although the above two items come more within

the province of our S.W.L. friends, I feel that all
reception reports above 30Mc/s are worth noting
in view of their DX/TV implications. Many TV
sets can tune down to 40Mc/s, although there may
be instability problems as we approach the standard i.f. frequencies of the set.

R. Roberts of Bracknell reports on Ch. RI a
small check -board pattern of black, white, and
grey squares. (This is of Czech. origin, but I
cannot recall seeing this one since I first saw
it some five years ago.) He has also had good
results from most countries of Europe including
Finland and Denmark which seem to have been
difficult this year.

M. R. Hall of Guisborough has made his mark
a DXer, his more recent reception shows
Norway, Sweden, W. Germany, Poland/Hungary,
as

USSR, and Switzerland. He notes the latter as

"fantastic" and has sent us a photo to prove it. We

agree! He has

a

"Starpbridis" caption on E2,

does anyone know what this is?
C. R. Dykes of Bexleyheath has also been noting

short bursts of Band I reception and rightly sug-

gests meteor reflection. His most recent log includes
Spain, Portugal, Italy, USSR, Poland/Hungary,

amongst others. He has kindly sent a list of South
American exotics which we will publish soon.

When we need a temporary aerial for instal-

lation or as a check and do not have a commercial
indoor one with us in the van, we often make one
from a length of co -ax wire, and quite effective
this proves in most areas. The outer plastic covering is stripped from the cable for about 4ft.; then,
after making a hole in the metal braiding beneath,
we pull the inner conductor through. The braiding
and inner conductor then form the two halves of a
dipole and, after connecting a plug to the other end
of the cable, leaving several yards as the down lead, it only remains to move the dipole about until
best results are obtained and secure it to the picture
rail or window frame. Ideally of course the length
of the dipole so formed should be the appropriate
length for the local Band I channel.
Finally, if as often occurs we are asked the
best way of extending a co -axial lead inside a
house, we emphasise that if the two leads to be

joined are first separated as mentioned above, that
is by pulling the inner conductor through a hole
in the outer braid, there will be no danger of the
latter subsequently working up the lead and shorting the "inner".

by G. R. WILDING

Aerials

Quick voltage checks
A number of voltage checks can help speed up

fault diagnosis. For instance, to check if a frequency

YOU never can be certain about aerials. This
fact was vividly brought home to us the other

week when making a service call to a

19in.

R.G.D. receiver which was giving first-class Band I

results but poor Band III reception. This fault is
generally caused by a low emission r.f. amplifier

valve, but this time replacement effected no worth-

changer is oscillating there is no better way than
to note if there is a negative voltage at the grid
of the oscillator section. This negative voltage
should disappear when the tuned circuit is shorted.

In the case of a receiver giving normal sound
but a blank raster, the fault can be in the vision
stage. By applying a voltmeter on a low voltage

frequency

range to the detector output, the presence or

they .all firmly made, it began to look as if the
tuner itself was faulty.
The aerial was a chimney mounted Band I/III

the faulty stage or stages. If in any doubt as to
whether the voltage measured is the actual video
signal, simply remove the aerial plug or switch
to a dead channel position. Of course in 405 only receivers and in dual -standard types with

while

improvement.

Changing

the

changer valve also produced no improvement and
after cleaning the tuner contacts and ensuring that
combined type with single downlead and, as BBC
reception was really good, beyond checking that

the co -ax input plug was correctly fitted there

seemed little point in making further checks on the
aerial installation. The receiver was therefore taken

to the workshop with a suspect tuner fault. On

test, however, reception on both bands was normal.
Subsequent inspection by riggers of the
customer's aerial then revealed a complete discon-

nection of the outer braid from the lower section
of the Band I dipole, inside the junction box. This

discdnnection had produced no noticeable effect on
Band I yet had almost completely killed Band III
reception. You never can tell.
Normally the best drill for testing a suspect
aerial is to remove the aerial input co -ax plug com-

not of a video signal can be checked, thus localising

direct coupling between the video detector and the

video output stage-the commonest practice it is easiest to detect this voltage at the grid of
the video pentode, sometimes from the video test
point provided.

When in doubt about the functioning of the

a.g.c. system, or to check if the contrast control
circuit is operating normally, a meter connected
from the a.g.c. line to chassis will show up but
not measure the negative potential which should
be present. With a normally working a.g.c. rail,
the mere application of a meter should increase
gain on strong signals by reducing the a.g.c.voltage.

pletely, check results with the inner conductor of
the feeder only connected to the central part of the

Fuses

in - this way with the outer braiding is usually
a sign. of a short-circuit somewhere in the aerial
installation. This may be inside the actual aerial

When we find that receiver failure is due to a
blown h.t. or heater circuit fuse and the set works
well when this is replaced, the view is usually
taken that the fuse was blown because of a switch on surge, or, if it appears to be old, by vibration,
and not by any actual fault in the circuit. If PY33
or dual PY82 rectifiers are fitted, the latter being
in many Philips receivers, we would probably give
them a tap to see if there was any sign of internal

aerial socket, and -then note whether signal strength
increases or decreases when the outer co -ax braiding is contacted to the aerial socket outer ring.
A reduction in signal strength on making contact

connection box, at some point where a staple may

have pierced the outer plastic covering, or at a
taped co -ax extension.
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sparking or fragments of cathode coating bridging
the anode/cathode spacing.
When the h.t. fuse blows immediately on replacement, first suspect must be a valve with an internal

anode or screen short-circuit to grid or cathode,
and which is fed via a low resistance from the
h.t. rail. Should, on the other hand, the heater
chain fuse blow immediately on replacement, the
first suspect must be a heater/cathode short-circuit

in the boost rectifier, line output pentode or h.t.
rectifier valve where fitted.
Although they might appear such obvious

suspects, the paper capacitors connected directly
across the mains input by many manufacturers to
filter out mains -borne interference seldom if ever
break down.

Where the plug fuse in a 13A circuit is open circuit but the set's fuses are intact, the almost

certain cause is a shortening tape join in a mains
lead extension to the receiver.
Incidentally, the rating of a fuse is not the value

at which it blows, but represents the current it
can carry indefinitely till exceeded by a close
pre -determined rise. I must admit, however, that
I have never been able to find out exactly what this
permissible increase is.

Surge limiters
Although they are generously rated by most

receiver manufacturers, the replacement of surge
limiters is a regular feature of everyday servicing.
Of course the stringent working conditions of
these wire -wound components is the principal

cause of their failure, for whereas the h.t. drain
from the reservoir capacitor is about 300mA, the
replenishing feed to the rectifier anode takes the
form of short duration, high value pulses. Not

only is rectifier conduction confined to the positive
half -cycles of the input a.c. waveform, but to that
section of the half -wave which is at a higher potential than the rectifier cathode. As the cathode voltage is usually about 200V, the average charging
period is only a fraction of the full one -fiftieth of a
second cycle. On this basis, the average charging
current pulse can be many times the constant d.c.

drain from the reservoir capacitor, and rise to a
maximum value measurable in amperes. Thus
these small value resistors have to pass this comparatively heavy on/off current, which imposes a

thermal strain on the winding.
However, when a surge limiter goes open -circuit
in a little used receiver, the probability is that
there is an underlying cause. For instance, we
came across a nearly new K -B 19in. receiver
which had an open -circuit 911 surge limiter

section on the multiple mains dropper resistor.

On replacing this section and switching on, sound
returned, the new resistor started getting very

hot but there was no line whistle. The PL302
line output valve then commenced running red
hot due to lack of grid drive, and we were about
to switch off and make further tests when line
oscillation suddenly commenced. The PL302 then
operated normally, the replacement 911 resistor
reduced to normal temperature and the set worked
perfectly. We subsequently found that the PCF

802 line oscillator valve was defective and only
commenced to oscillate about 7-8 minutes after
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the set was switched on. We replaced this valve
and experienced no further trouble.

On another occasion, with an older Regentone
set, we found that the cause of the surge limiter

going open -circuit was a defective. PY81 efficiency

diode. This resulted in the PL81 line output valve
receiving zero anode voltage but normal screen

voltage, so that the screen passed a current far
in excess of the normal total anode and screen
currents. The strain on the PL81 had been intensi-

fied by the owners using the set for sound only
after vision had failed, so that we had to replace
both the PL81 and PY81 valves as well as the
surge limiter.

A further regular source of service work is a
break in the mains dropper resistor, and the usual
practice is to shunt the open -circuit section with
a high wattage resistor of equivalent value. However, although service manuals invariably quote
the resistance values of each section, they rarely
state the individual wattages. It then becomes

necessary to resort to Ohm's Law. As a typical

example, if a 5052 section is to be replaced, heater
current being 0.3A, the wattage will be I2R or 0.3

x 0.3 x 50, equalling 4.5W. On the face of it,
therefore, a 5W resistor will do, but in practice
as this replacement will have to be mounted close
to the very hot main component it is best to be
generous with the rating and double that found
by calculation.

So as a general rule for every 5011 of dropper
resistor, use lOW rating. When mounting these
replacement sections keep them as far as possible
from

the

main

dropper

resistor and

follow

rigorously the first law of good soldering, which
is that a good soldered joint is first of all a good
mechanical connection. Butt joints just will not
do in this position. If the soldered connection
deteriorates because of heat, sparking will occur

and burn away the tag as well as imposing -a
strain on all the valve heaters.

An unusual heater circuit fault
A very unusual and for a time perplexing fault
showed up on an older 17in. Bush in our workshop recently and, as the circuitry involved is used

on many more recent models, is certainly worth
describing. The symptoms were that the set took
an extremely long time to warm up and when it
did at last begin to operate, gave just about observable results with a reduced size raster complete with
extensive bottom fold -over.

As the valve heaters were obviously not at normal
temperature we first suspected that the thermistor
was failing to reduce in value or that there was an
intermittent heater chain connection, probably on
the mains dropper resistor.
We then placed an a.c. voltmeter across the c.r.t.
heater to see what it was getting, and found to our
surprise-no reading. Thinking the a.c. ranges of
the meter were o/c, we checked on other circuit
points and found that the meter was quite in order
but failing to read because the heater supply was
pure d.c. After quite a bit of circuit exploration we
found that in these models, as in many other Bush
-continued on page 181
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PART 1
THE ideal pulse is a rectangular waveform. In
other words, a certain voltage or current BY MARTIN L. MICHAEL1SAM.A.
change takes place suddenly, the new value
then persists for a certain time, whereafter an equal
magnitude change suddenly takes place in the purposes for pulses. For all such applications, the
opposite sense, returning the voltage or current to steeper and thus briefer the pulse flanks are, the
its original value. The initial and final voltage better. But the residual uncertainty in the definichanges are known respectively as the leading and tion of an instant in time is not necessarily as great
lagging flanks of the pulse and their durations are as the pulse flank duration, as one might at first
ideally zero, i.e. the flanks should be of infinite suppose, because the actual criterion used in many
circuits is the instant at which the flank crosses
slope and thus take place instantaneously.
Actual pulses will fall short of these ideal some voltage threshold at which a subsequent
characteristics; the flanks will be of finite slope and circuit responds. The steeper the pulse flank, the
thus take a certain time, and the voltage between smaller will be the resulting timing errors due to
the two flanks (known as the roof of a positive pulse

or the trough of a negative pulse) may not be flat,
but manifest a slope or other irregularities. Furthermore, subsidiary pulses or other irregularities may
be present immediately before or after a flank, or
even on the flank itself. The extent to which these
pulse distortions are tolerable will depend upon

inevitable drift or fluctuation of the threshold

level. But the timing error will nevertheless be
smaller than the pulse flank duration, since the
maximum drift of the threshold level will normally

be only a small fraction of the total amplitude of
the pulse flank.

the functional purpose of the pulse in a given
circuit.

CIRCUIT TESTING

TIME EXPRESSION

The second important group of functional applications for pulses concerns circuit response testing,

In television waveforms any narrow vertical
objects in the picture will correspond to pulses in
the video sections of the lines concerned, but these
are incidental features. On the other hand, the sync
and blanking pulses are prominent features of the
complete waveform. Their flanks define the instants

at which successive picture lines and fields must
commence. The time interval between the leading
and lagging of flanks of a blanking pulse define the

period for which the c.r.t. must be cut off to

render flyback traces invisible, and the time interval between successive pulses defines the duration
of a line or field of the picture.
The electronic expression of instants and intervals
of time is thus one important group of functional

particularly when designing precision equipment

in modern fields such as CCTV or colour television. The respective amplifiers must be able to
handle the incidental pulses in the picture video
waveforms without undue distortion, since the

picture contours will otherwise be diffuse instead of

sharp. The sync pulses must also be passed on
without undue distortion if picture lock is to be
secure.

Applications of a pulse generator as a signal

source for circuit testing clearly impose more

exacting demands on pulse waveform accuracy than
is the case for timing applications. We require very

accurate input pulse waveforms when using them
to determine. the extent of distortion of an ideal
pulse in a particular experimental circuit. Whilst

ri

N°.de range
the output pulses of the unit described in this

article are sufficiently accurate for much work of
this kind, a more comprehensive precision pulse
generator will be required for critical instances.
The prototype of the wide range pulse generator
described in this article was actually built as an
accessory unit for use with a commercial precision
pulse generator, to permit advance triggering of an
oscilloscope and thus allow full display of the leading flanks of

pulses from the precision pulse

generator after passing through the circuits on test.
This facility is of vital importance for systematic
design work in modern fields of television and all
other branches of pulse electronics. It is known
the strobe -trigger
oscilloscope.
as

mode

of

operating

an

STROBE -TRIGGER OPERATION
Due to circuit inertia in the oscilloscope there is
an inevitable small delay after the triggering flank
before the timebase stroke commences. If we were

to use the same input pulse for triggering the
oscilloscope

and for feeding the

experimental

circuit whose pulse response is to be tested, most
of the leading flank will have passed before the
timebase of the oscilloscope commences its run.

By selecting a sufficiently fast oscilloscope timebaie

sweep speed setting, we can certainly display the
pulse roof or trough and the lagging flank over the
entire screen area, but we arc unable to obtain ,a
complete display of the leading flank, which is the
most important criterion for the pulse performance
assessment of many circuits.

TRIGGERING AN OSCILLOSCOPE
The problem may be explained as follows. The
the leading and lagging

time interval between

flanks of a pulse, known as the pulse width, is
often only a small fraction of the time interval

To display the entire leading flank of a pulse
from a circuit under test, we must devise some
method for triggering the oscilloscope timebase
with trigger flanks which appear at a time t earlier

than the leading flanks of the pulses fed to the
circuit on test. If t is made about 1 of the pulse

width and the timebase sweep- speed ---is: set_snch

between the leading flanks of two successive

that the screen width is about 1.5 times the pulse

waveform possess respective widths which are only

the complete lagging flank will be displayed in the

pulses, known as the pulse interval. For example,
the line and field blanking pulses in the television

width, then the complete leading flank will be
displayed in the left-hand part of the screen, and

a small fraction of the line and field durations. If

right-hand part of the screen, irrespective of the
pulse width to pulse interval ratio. This is just

we synchronise the free -running timebase of an osc-

illoscope for a stationary display of such a pulse

waveform, we must accommodate at least one pulse

interval across the c.r.t. screen. The actual pulses
will then appear very narrow and it is difficult or
impossible to assess the extent of any departure
from the ideal waveform. For this purpose, it is
desirable to expand the pulse display over nearly
the whole screen area, irrespective of the pulse
width to pulse interval ratio.

One requirement for achieving this aim is to
trigger the oscilloscope timebase instead of synchronising it. The triggered timebase does not run

of its own accord, but is made to run once only
across the c.r.t. screen, at any desired speed setting,

for each pulse fed to the trigger input of the
oscilloscope. The spot waits (blanked out at the

c.r.t. grid) at the left of the screen after completing

each stroke until the next trigger pulse arrives.
In this arrangement, the timebase sweep speed

(time/centimetre) can be chosen independently and
thus can be made fast enough to magnify the pulse

what we set out to obtain.
Good commercial precision pulse generators are
also able to operate in a free -running mode (with

or without sync) or in a triggered mode. When
triggered, they produce accurate output pulses
which start coincidently with each input pulse
flank of correct polarity. The waveform of the
input pulses may thereby be inferior to those, prp-

duced by the precision pulse generator without
impairing the performance of the system.
If the positive output pulses of the wide range
pulse generator described in this article are fed to
the trigger output of the oscilloscope set to positive
trigger, and the negative output pulses are simultaneously fed to the trigger input of a precision

pulse generator set to positive trieeer, then the
precision pulses from the latter will have their

leading flanks coincident with the lagging flanks of

the pulses from the wide range pulse generator.
In other words, the precision pulses commence at

display to the desired extent, irrespective of the

time t after the start of each oscilloscope timebase
run, where t is the pulse width setting on the
wide range pulse generator.

An oscilloscope which can be triggered as well
as synchronised is thus essential for systematic
television design work. The oscilloscope timebase
mode switch usually possesses three settings, for
sync, positive trigger, and negative trigger respec-

CONTROL SETTINGS

duration of the pulse intervals.

tively. When set to positive trigger the timebase

In this arrangement, the frequency control- on
the wide range pulse generator determines the

fires on that flank of each trigger input pulse repetition frequency of all pulses. The pulse width
which is rising to a more positive (or less negative) voltage. i.e. on the leading flank of a positive
pulse or the lagging flank of a negative pulse. The
converse applies for the setting negative trigger.

control on the wide range pulse generator positions
the pulse display on the screen of the cathode ray

tube. The width of the precision pulses actually
applied to the circuit on test and checked with the

in one range)
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the wide range pulse generator.
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oscilloscope is of course set with the controls of

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Optimum positioning and size of the pulse display on the oscilloscope is obtained when the pulse

The described strobe -trigger function for use
with a precision pulse generator used in conjunc-

the precision pulse generator.

width setting on the wide range pulse generator

is about a quarter of the pulse width setting on the

precision pulse generator, and the oscilloscope

timebase sweep speed is set so that the screen
diameter corresponds to about 1.5 times the width
of the output pulses of the precision pulse generator. These settings are of general validity and they
are not critical. They arc independent of the pulse
repetition frequency, which merely affects the
brightness of the display and thus can be chosen
as required, setting the brightness control of the
oscilloscope accordingly, in order to simulate the
actual operating conditions for which the circuit
on test is ultimately intended.

An apparently simpler method of displaying

complete pulses -would be to decrease the pulse
interval, i.e. to increase the repetition frequency,
so that the pulse intervals become comparable to
the pulse width. Reasonably large pulse displays
are then possible on an oscilloscope even with an
ordinary synchronised free -running timebase. How-

ever, this arrangement is often ruled out because
the performance of the circuit being tested may
alter substantially when the ratio of pulse width to
pulse interval is changed. Many pulse circuits in

television equipment are designed for the particular
time ratio prevailing in the actual television waveform. They will not operate correctly with greatly
different time ratios. This is the case, for example,
in circuits employing rectification and integration
of the pulses to derive bias voltages and establish
the operating points of individual stages.

INTERVAL TRANSIENTS
Another general consideration demanding long
pulse intervals for the early steps in designing and
testing new circuits is the fact that unwanted disturbances following each pulse may persist for a

multiple of the input pulse width before termi-

nating. Thus long quiescent intervals must then be
checked between successive pulses, for assessing
the necessary improvements which must be made
to the circuit design.

Without changing any other manual control

settings, it is merely necessary to reduce the time -

base sweep speed setting of the triggered oscilloscope so as to compress the pulse to the left and
thus bring any desired portion of the pulse interval
on to the trace. If sharp transients appear at some
point along the pulse interval and it is necessary
to magnify these over the entire screen area of the
oscilloscope for proper examination, merely switch
back to a fast timebase sweep speed and increase
the pulse width setting on the wide range pulse
generator (i.e. increase the trigger delay time for
the precision pulse generator) so that it corresponds

to the time interval between the transient and the
leading flank of the next precision pulse. In practice, the procedure is to gradually magnify the
transient display by increasing the timebase sweep
speed setting on the triggered oscilloscope, while
empirically following -up

with the

pulse

width

setting on the wide range pulse generator to keep
the display on the screen.

tion with a triggered oscilloscope is the chief
application for which the author designed and

built his prototype wide range pulse generator as
presented in this article. The delightful ease of
operation and great versatility of this method of
oscilloscopy, leading to rapid progress in the practical development of even ambitious television or
other pulse circuit designs, is already adequate
justification for publication of this simple pulse
generator. However, this by no means exhausts
all its possible applications.

The pulse waveform is sufficiently accurate to
serve as a precision pulse signal source for determining the frequency and phase response of all
types of audio equipment. The unit also serves as
a useful audio signal source. Furthermore, it may
be employed as a master drive oscillator (clock
pulse generator) for many experimental television
circuits, CCTV networks, etc.

The foregoing discussion of the applications of
the wide range pulse generator has served to pinpoint the performance demands and was thus a
necessary preliminary for proper understanding of
the detailed circuit description. If desired, the

accuracy of the output pulse waveforms can be
improved still further by measures which will be
described subsequently. Readers who do not possess a triggered precision pulse generator for the
strobe -trigger oscilloscopy application can duplicate

certain stages in a modified form to serve this
purpose. The refinements for obtaining improved
pulse waveform accuracy need be applied only to
these duplicate stages, which may be constructed
as a separate unit, or they may be included as an
extra module in the case of the basic unit.

PERFORMANCE
From the foregoing description of the functions
and purposes of the basic unit, it is evident that a
wide range of variation for pulse width and pulse
repetition frequency is more important than extreme accuracy of the pulse waveform. The latter
must merely be reasonable, which means that the

flank durations (rise time from 10% to 90% of
the pulse amplitude, or vice versa for fall time)

should not exceed about 20% of the shortest pulse
width setting, and the pulse roof or trough as well
as any pre- or post -flank overshoots and transients
should not deviate by more than ±5% of the pulse
height with respect to the horizontal.
The published design satisfies these tolerance
limits, indeed at most settings it gives considerably
superior, almost ideal, waveforms. The leading flank

a duration of about 2 microseconds for all
pulse width settings, so that it just reaches the

has

tolerance limit at the narrowest pulse width setting
of 10 microseconds, but has reduced to a negligible
0.01% of the pulse width at the. widest setting of
20 milliseconds. Performance is even better for the
lagging flank, which has a duration of less ,than I
microsecond.

RANGES PROVIDED
Since wide control ranges are more important
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COMPONENTS LIST
Capacitors:

Resistors:
1kf2

10kf1

R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20

10k0

R21

47D

1kil

R22

1kil

R1

220D

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

2.2ka

R10
R11

22052

15kf1
100kf1
1 .8k11

270ki1
221(12

All iw ± 10% carbon
VR1

25kf1 log

VR2
VR3
VR4
VR5
VR6
VR7
VR8
VR9

11d1 log

1kfl log

22kD
6.8k11

27k0
4.7k0
4701d1

1kfl
1kfl
470kil

potentiometers, with
control knob

11d2 lin

51d2 lin
11(11 lin
loka lin

miniature skeleton

2501d1 lin
25k11 lin

10kfl lin
Semiconductors:
D1-D6 Silicon rectifiers minimum rating
VR10

250mA, 100 p.i.v.

ZL15 15V Zener, minimum power dissipation 300mW.
ZL22 22V Zener, minimum power disD8
sipation 300mW
D9-D10 BAY38
0C200
Tr1
0C200
Tr2
0C200
Tr3
D7

Tr4
Tr5
Tr6
Tr7
Tr8
Tr9
Trl 0

BSY53

0C200

BSY53
BSY53
BSY53
BSY53
BSY53
BSY53
Tr11
AF116
Tr12
AF116
Tr13
(See text for substitutes for diodes and
transistors)

than precision setting of particular spot frequencies
or pulse widths, it was decided to adopt an oscil-

lator circuit which will tune smoothly in a single

range from 20c/s to 20kc/s, using an ordinary

logarithmic carbon potentiometer as tuning con-

trol. Similarly, the pulse width selector is a single pole 11 -way rotary switch providing 11 logarithmically staggered values from 10 microseconds to
20 milliseconds. The frequency range was chosen
to cover values from half the field frequency up to
at least the line frequency on both television standards. This range also conveniently coincides with
the hi-fi audio range. The available pulse width

C1

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20
C21

C22
C23
C24
C25
C26
C27
C28
TC1

200µF 30V
electrolytic

a

2µF 60V Miniature foil
6800pF 250V Miniature foil
560pF ceramic, 250V
4700pF ceramic, 250V
5µF 30V electrolytic
200µF 30V electrolytic
5µF 30V electrolytic
200µF 30V electrolytic
0.22µF 60V
0.22µF 60V
0 .1 µF 100V

Miniature foil
56000pF 250V
27000pF 250V
10000pF 250V
5600pF 250V
2700pF
1200pF
250V ceramic
560pF
270pF
2-6pF ceramic trimmer

Miscellaneous:
S1

Double -pole
(mains)

on/off toggle switch

Rotary switch, 1 -pole 11 -way, miniature, with control knob
P1
Mains plug
P2, P3 Coaxial sockets, panel mounting
F1
Fuse on T1, 1A
Miniature bell transformer, 8V 0.5A
T1
Cabinet, material for printed circuit, wire,
solder, bolts, etc.
S2

values are graded logarithmically from one field

to less than a fifth of a line period. These
ranges permit adequate simulation of pulse width
to pulse interval ratios as encountered in normal
period

television waveforms, and they allow strobe -trigger
interpolation for examining transients at any point

on the pulse intervals of line or field frequency
waveforms.

The positive and negative output pulses are
available simultaneously and are provided with
independent logarithmic -law amplitude controls.
-continued on page 177
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KNIGHT -KITS

General Characteristics

KNIGHT -KITS are easy to assemble kits which

Calibration Voltage: 50 c/s sinusoidal, 100 mV
p -p, +5 %. Voltage calibrator output available at

enable anyone, regardless of their technical know-

ledge, to construct professional standard electronic

equipment. This claim is made by Messrs. Elec-

troniques (STC Ltd) who handle the kits in Britain.
They offer a wide range of units varying from little
6s. 6d. educational kits, to general coverage radio
receivers and test equipment.
A free catalogue describing the whole range of
Knight -Kits is available from Electroniques (STC
Ltd.), Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex.
Below, we show a picture of the Knight -Kit oscilloscope,
and give the manufacturer's specification.

Vertical

front panel jack. Z -Axis Input: 10 volts negative for

beam cutoff. Input Impedance: 1 Mfl. Valve
Complement: 9, plus 5in. CRT; 2 rectifiers.
Size: 11k x 7; x 15ain. Power Requirements:
230-250 V, 50 c/s AC; 112 watts.

ELECTRICIAN'S KIT FOR CHRISTMAS
invelustste in the home. wanks op a mat

Bib

Sensitivity: 17 mV rms /inch (7 mV rms /cm) mini-

mum. Calibrated at 0.05 X p-p/inch. Response:

±1.5 dB, DC to 5.2 Mc/s. Colour Bandpass:
+0.5 dB. Overshoot: less than 6 %. Rise Time:
70nsec. Input Impedance: 3 Mc/s shunted by
35 pF. Positioning: ±2 inches. Attenuator: frequency compensated, calibrated 0.95, 0.5, 5, and 50
volts p-p/inch.

Horizontal
Sensitivity: 0.6 V rms /inch. Response: ±1.5 dB,
1 c/s to 400 kr/s Expansion: 2 times. Positioning:
all parts visible. Input Impedance: 7 Mil
shunted by 25 pF. Inputs: internal timebase, 50 c/s
phase controlled, and external. Linear Timebase
Ranges: (5) 10-100 c/s, 100-1,000 c/s, 1-10 kc/s,
10-90 kc/s, 90-400 kc/s. Synchronisation: internal
plus and minus, 50 c/s, and external. Sync limiting
provides semi -automatic operation with level control.

Locks from waveform fundamentals up to 5 Mc/s,
and display amplitudes as low as 0.1 inch. External

Sync Sensitivity: 150 millivolts rms at

1

Line Sync: phase variable.

kc/s.

THE Bib Home Electrician's Kit, marketed by
Multicore Solders Ltd. is now available as a

Christmas gift. It is contained in a plastic wallet which
folds down to 4 x 5A in. Largest component in the kit
is the Bib wirestripper and cutter. This has a selector
for different wire thicknesses and apart from stripping

insulation it will cut wire and split twin flex.
To keep flex, cables, leads etc. tidy, there are three
Bib flex shorteners. The Ersin tape solder supplied
melts at the touch of a match and no extra solder or
soldering iron are needed.
Also included is a screwdriver, fuse wire for 5 and
15 amp fuses and a reel of insulating tape.
The kit can be supplied with a green and white tag
printed with a holly symbol and the slogan "With
Best Wishes". There is a space for the names of the
recipient and sender.

OUR TAPE RECORDER
USES INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

OUR WHITE NOISE GENERATOR
USES PRINTED CIRCUITS

SEE PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
The Knight -Kit KG -635 5in. oscilloscope

ON SALE NOW
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t ANGUS

1
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7
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44
27
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28
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47
24
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60

42
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V
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H

H
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26
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27
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23
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33

5001 W

41
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H
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DIVIS
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DOVER
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EMLEY MOOR
t

t
12
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24

t
t

t LONDONDERRY

t MENDIP
t MOEL-Y-PARC
t OXFORD
PONTOP PIKE
ROWRIDGE

t SANDY HEATH
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t SUDBURY
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t
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27

t
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BROMSGROVE
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LARK STOKE
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t
t
t

t
t
t

28
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t

ERP
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500kW

21

CRYSTAL PALACE

11
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27
26
26
28
28
26
62
45
45
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29
43
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33
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31
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H
H

500kW

V

2-5kW'
500W'

V
V
V
V
H

2.5kW'
4kW'
500kW

100kW'

V

V
V
V

100k W'
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54

53
21

54
23
56
59
54
23
23
22
22
23
55
39
39

500kW

29

25
25
29
59
42
42

61
31
31

500kW
500kW
500kW'

H
H

10kW'

47

H
H
H

10kW"
250kW
250kW
500kW

31

V

125W'

33
33
32
32
33

V
V

500W*

61

V

2.5kW'

V
V

500W'
1 .25kW

V

65
H
MOSSLEY
49
V
NELSON/COLNE
49
V
Directional aerial.
t Station not in service at time of issue of this sheet: where channels or ERP are not shown, these are not finalised.

t

Rated

Vision

27
33

REIGATE

9
10

Polarisation

53
22
23
40

t BILSDALE WEST MOOR
BLACK HILL
t CARADON HILL
t CRAIGKELLY

8

Channels
Assigned

.

63
28
26
46

BELMONT

t

0000000-

t

500kW

RELAY STATIONS
Ab
BH
Br
Ca
Ch
Gu
Ha
He

Aberdare
Brierley Hill
Bromsgrove
Caerphilly
Chesterfield
Guildford
Halifax
Hertford

HW
Ke

KH
Ki

La

Mo
MT
Ne

High Wycombe
Keighiey
Kilvey Hii.
Kidderminster
Lark Stoke
Mossley

Merthyr Tydfil
Nelson/Colne

Po

Pontypridd

Re

Reigate
Rhondda
Sheffield
Tunbridge Wells
Worcester

Rh
Sh
Tu
Wo
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AS we come to the end of
1967, we all realise that it

television. It is not surprising
that there were at least three

has been a momentous year

in Britain for at least one
industry: television. You may

prefer to call it a creative art, a
craft, a medium of propaganda
and entertainment-but I look
upon it simply as a show business

industry,

which

separate TV organisations anxious

UNDER

change ends.

I refer particularly to the
major changes of chairmanship of
BBC and ITA regimes, the arri-

NE TH

val at long last of colour television, and the influences both
are having on every television
production

visually re-creating from film the

strategy of preparation and the

development of tactics, from the

wealth of British, German and
Italian

suffered

growing pains in 1967 when the
whistle blew at half-time to

to present their versions of the
great battle of El Alamein. By

film

material

actually

photographed in the battle, plus
modern interviews and commentaries, they produced their separate versions.

Such an important event can,
of course, be presented in dif-

ferent ways; by variations of its
basic format, by its Visual continuity, by its sound, music and
effects counterpoint and by the
multitude of technical gimmicks

organisation, be it

from BBC -1 and 2, major ITV
companies and so on, down to

now

available

sometimes
is these
which so often
(and

used ad nauseam). It

the smallest commercial regionals.

The shape of things to come and

optical

at the International
Broadcasting Convention, which
clearly indicated the international
character of a medium which so
emphatically carries out the
original BBC motto "Nation
shall speak peace unto Nation".

vision producers and their film

in store for viewers was partly
disclosed

editors who have repeatedly seen

"rough cuts" during the editing

process are often punch drunk by
the time the final edition is viewed. At that stage, they are able to
see and absorb flashes of scenes
of far shorter duration than view-

ers who see them for the first

We must congratulate ourselves

on the situation. The BBC has

time. This is a fault which
occurred occasionally in all of the
Alamein TV versions, which had

achieved tremendous advances in
colour techniques in collabora-

tion with several British Electronic

companies,

Marconi and EMI

much film material in common

and a

notably
plus some

from abroad. New studios, con-

trol rooms, telecine, film and

sound techniques are all on the
way with immense rebuilding

tricks

dazzle and confuse viewers. Tele-

using it.

THE DIPOLE

Even the smallest of regional
afoot by large, medium and
small television companies, fol- companies will need to prepare
lowing research contributions in to play their part and make

multiplicity

of ways of

The BBC had the advantage

of a filmed interview with Field

Marshal

Montgomery, on

the

occasion of his recent revisit to
the battlefield, in their Monty
Returns to Alamein. As a precolour
contributions
to
the
ITA
lude to Monty's lucid interview,
colour techniques, especially on
network
with
material,
live,
taped
director Ray Colly introduced
both PAL and SECAM by ABC
TV.

or filmed. Television of the
future is now being shaped

several minutes of Bach -like visual

patterning of dissolves, overlay,
mainly by engineers or by pro- and other technical gimmickry.
at full speed in the new ITV duction executives who are fully The Field Marshal's clipped and
Planning is also going ahead

areas; indeed, building has already
commenced in Leeds for the new
major company, Yorkshire Television. In Birmingham, ATV
will replace the present Aston

acquainted with the technical
problems. The proposed National

production complex of several
stages
and
lush trimmings,

concise exposition could not have
been bettered, but his sun-tanned
Film School, if it ever becomes face was often in shadow against
a practical proposition, should be a light background so that (esintegrated into a National Film pecially on a.g.c.-type receivers)
and Television School, because a his face was so black that you
large proportion of its students couldn't see it. It was a pity that
are likely to find positions in the director hadn't placed him in
television rather than film studios, front of something darker. This,

in the London area.

subiect

studios,

which

was

converted

from a theatre, with an elaborate

likely to be one of the architec- a point which should be noted however, is an all -too -frequent
tural landmarks of the city. ATV by the Lloyd Committee in its error on interiors as well as exteriors. In 1912, Cecil M. Hepand its associated Grade Organi- next report.
sation companies have also estabworth instructed his cameramen
lished an enormous export market El Alamein
"Don't shoot faces against the
in all parts of the world for
sky-they go black". This rule
The twenty-fifth anniversary of still holds good.
their colour television series on
35mm. films, but these may con- the turning point of the second
ATV's Battle for the Desert
tinue to be made in film studios world war-El Alamein-was a
eminently suitable for

did not have the advantage of
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an authoritative military explanation from its commander: nevertheless the sequence of events was
presented clearly and with chronological continuity. The programme was smoothly edited with

film material from many, many
sources together with interviews,
commentaries (and even thumbnail travelogues of Cairo) cleverly
integrated by director Peter Batty

Music hall acts became star introduction of mobile bungalows
turns when they moved out of or caravans as subsidiary star
public houses into luxurious var- dressing -rooms -cum - rest - rooms.
theatres with (sometimes) When two or three of these were

iety

even more luxurious dressing - wheeled on to

rooms and larger enraptured audiences. Principal actors in films
remained anonymous for years
until film producers imported
stage,
inthe
stars from
cluding comics like John Bunny,
Charles Chaplin and Max Linder.
The "television personality" was

with straightforward cutting and
editing-excepting
non -stylised
on the opening titles. Gimmickry the earliest development of the
was used with night shots of star system in television, which
barrage -bursts between the credit started up in 1936 with unstarred

a studio stage,
valuable working space for scenes
and settings was taken up.
Fortunately, this is a situation

which television studio management cannot permit. Every square
foot of stage space must be ready

for the rapid change of scenery

for different productions. A video
taped television production of 50

to 60 minutes' duration is often
accomplished in only two days'

titles. This turned out to be a dressing -rooms of primitive type, use of a TV stage, with the whole
perfect documentary approach, a which have since progressed to floor occupied with several small
classic of its kind. Unfortunately, suites of luxurious rooms (with sets or one or two large onesI missed the third Alamein TV all mod. cons.). In film studios, to which must be added about
presentation by Granada in All
our

Yesterdays,

which

in

its

the bigger the star the greater ten days of pre -rehearsal by the
are the demands for repainting actors in a rehearsal room plus,

October 1942 dateline dealt with and or refurnishing the dressing - possibly, exteriors photographed
room uites made by stars, their on film.
For the comfort and morale of
managers or agents. Often it is
not the star artiste who asks for their principal actors and actresses
Star dressing rooms
such changes but their associated television managements have pro-

Stalingrad as well as Alamein.

representatives. It has vided dressing -room accommoThe star system has been in advance
not been unusual for a dressing - dation of a very high standard.
all teletwo -hundred years, even before room to be repainted in a different This applies to nearly
the days of David Garrick and colour three times before the vision studios, large or small,
major or regional. Thus the stages
Sarah Siddons. It came in the occupier had even seen it!
On the other hand Hollywood themselves are kept clear of the
great days of the actor -managers
which litters film
who owned or leased theatres, studio managements themselves impedimenta
built up their personal reputations have used similar dressing -room studios all over the world. The
and the size of their audiences. techniques for their own contract linoleum -covered concrete floors,
For the benefit of visitors behind star players, as part of a plan in fact, are clean enough to eat

existence in theatres for well over

the scenes (particularly the local for impressing press interviewers
press reporters) a star was painted and others with the importance
on the numbered doors of their of their stars-and also reminding
dressing -rooms. Their star dres- the star himself of his own imsing -rooms were better than the portance and the necessity of
others-which meant in those playing the part off the screen as
days that the washbasin had well as on the studio stage. Comrunning water and a waste plug! petition between stars led to the

WIDE RANGE PULSE GENERATOR
-continued from page 172
The average impedance is about 6000, and internal
preset controls are adjusted to give exactly 5V
pulse amplitude with the amplitude controls set to
maximum. The logarithmic tracks of the amplitude
controls permit smooth reduction down to the
millivolt range.

thus extremely simple, because only four manual controls
are involved. These are fully independent for their
respective functions, but the pulse width setting
overrides the repetition frequency setting if the
latter is too high for accommodating the selected
pulse width. If the pulse width setting is greater
than half a period of the nominal frequency, then
the highest sub -harmonic thereof with a period at
least twice the pulse width setting is actually pro-

Operation of this pulse generator

is

duced, i.e. the oscillator frequency is divided
accordingly. For example, if the pulse width selector
switch is set to 5001.tsec, the frequency control

functions normally from 20(../s to lkc/s, but the
actual pulse repetition frequency then remains close

to

your breakfast off if you feel that
way inclined.

lkc/s however much the nominal frequency

setting is increased above lkc/s.

CIRCUIT FEATURES

The complete circuit employs thirteen transistors and is accommodated on a single postcard -

size printed circuit panel which also carries the

mains transformer and rectifier circuitry. Only the

output sockets and the four manual controls are

not mounted on the printed circuit board.
A free -running sawtooth oscillator stage using

the four transistors Trl to Tr4 drives a trigger

amplifier Tr5, Tr6 which in turn drives the triggered pulse generator stage (univibrator) Tr7, Tr8
to produce the souare pulses. The remaining transistors Tr9 to Tr13 constitute impedance stepdown amplifiers (emitter followers) and a phase
inverter stage. Pulses of opposite polarity are pro-

duced at the collectors of Tr7 and Tr8, but the
waveform at Tr7 collector is too poor. It thus
proved necessary to use only the waveform at Tr8
collector (positive pulses) and to invert this with
Trll to obtain the negative output pulses.
TO BE CONTINUED

Book Review

IN
NEXT MONTH

THE TECHNIQUE OF TELEVISION ANNOUNCING

Practical

By Bruce Lewis. Published by Focal Press Ltd. 264

= pages. Price 42s.

THIS book

is in

the same series as Karel

Technique of Film Editing, Peter

Reisz's

Jones' Television Cameraman and Halas and
Manville's Film Music.

TELEVISION

The principal appeal of the book is for the

hundreds of aspiring male and female television
(and sound radio) announcers. Nevertheless, it is
crammed full of professional advice on techniques

AN ENTHUSIAST LOOKS
AT COLOUR

in interviewing, newscasting, commercial presenta-

tions and commentating, set out in the manner of
an authorative reference book. For this reason, it
is likely to assist operating technicians, such as
TV cameramen, lighting directors and other

This is the first of a new series written
specially for P.T. readers. Among the subjects

personnel to detect

production

discussed will be Colour and the Monochrome Viewer, DX reception. Colour Interference, Aerials, Buying a Colour Receiver,
and other practical aspects of interest to all

(and

remedy)

imperfections in the final results of their work as
seen on the TV screen.

For example, announcers who do their own
careless with "blue"

facial make-up are often

interested in television.

chins, greasy faces, bad haircuts, etc., all of which
are exaggerated under the lights, as seen in closeups. Even top -line sports commentators on racecourses sometimes forget to clean up sprouting

CHEMICAL AIDS TO

beards. Camera control and lighting engineers
grit their teeth at the sight of dirty faces on

SERVICING
These days there are numerous aids to ser-

their monitor, for which they-not the announcer-

vicing which employ the use of various

can be held responsible.

chemicals. This article deals with the products

Sound balancers, too, are conscious of heavy

on the market, how they work and how they
can be used to practical advantage by the
service engineer and enthusiast.

breathing

and bronchial

wheezes,

particularly

noticeable when both female and male announcers get into the habit of dropping syllables.
Technicians who suffer from careless announcers
should not have to instruct the offender, but to

REPLACING YOUR TUBE

refer diplomatically to the director. For this reason,

the book is almost as useful for TV studio techis as a "refresher" for experienced
announcers who have been long at the game
and, of course, for the growing number of poten-

The c.r.t. is an important, and vulnerable, part
of any TV set. The author describes symptoms
and causes of c.r.t. failure, together with hints
on replacing faulty c.r.t.s.

nicians as it

tial announcers, producers and floor managers who
want to get "in".

Once again, we see

RHOMBIC FOR BAND III

a version

of the floor

manager's tic-tac signals and mime, which it
lents.

Author Bruce Lewis has been in broadcasting
for 25 years, producing TV shows for both BBC
and ITV, after a period of announcing, commentary, and interviewing. His writing is easy to
read, well set -out for rapid reference, illustrated
with a number of clear diagrams and sketches.-
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is

interesting to compare with the American equiva-

The answer to fringe area reception is not
always a multi -element Yagi. The rhombic
described in this article is an interesting proposition if you have the space to spare-and
it gives a gain of around 11dB.

Frequency Meter
Covering 20c/s-200kc/s in four ranges with outputs at 10mV.100mV,1000mV and one continuously
variable.

Reclaiming Faulty Transistors
I

I

I
I

A simple test unit to check whether damaged transistors can be utilised for other purposes.
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Improving the PCR, more about the Clubman and
low cost Hi-Fi System and other articles including
all the regular features.
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Servicin
TELEVISIO
Receivers
by L. Lawry -Johns

No. 141 - THORN 980 CHASSIS
-continued

Receiver dead, no valves alight

The tuner unit
Two troubles are likely to be met with the

Check mains input to the fuse holder. If present
check at R112. If R112 is in order remember that
after the rectifier (W9) the heater chain is at d.c.

tuner. One is poor contact between the biscuit

studs and the springs, which will not always respond

potential. V12 1,193 (PY801) is the first heater in the

to cleaning. Some of the coil biscuit studs do not
have sufficient rise to make reliable contact when

chain followed by the PL81A line output pentode.
Then comes R113 (110f2) and then the 30PL14.
Proceeding along the heater chain at pins 4 and 5
of each base, the fault should rapidly be located.

the springs flatten slightly.

The other trouble is associated with the fine
tuner when this does not have the desired effect,
or indeed any effect at all. The trouble
here is that either the plastic core has
fractured or the metal sleeve is loose
and is not following the movement

of the plastic core. In the former case
will have to be replaced, in
the latter, a light touch of glue is all
that is required.

Aerial
Socket 2209,70 pF
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amplifier is an EF80. We mention
this because the PCF80 may be
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Fig. 4: Tuner unit circuit diagram
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Fig. 5: Layout of the printed circuit board.
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Fig. 6: Typical waveforms. For conditions see text.

Valves alight, no other sign of life
This indicates a "no h.t." condition. The fact
that the valves are receiving power indicates that
the circuit is in order up to R111. Check this
(2052) and the rectifier (W10). As the output of the
rectifier is split up (there

are three main h.t.

lines) some sign of life should be obvious in some

part of the receiver if the supply is in order and
the rectifier is passing current, even if it is only

Check the tuner
necessary.

unit PCF805 and PC97

if

OsciIlograms
A, B, D, E, F and G taken at line frequency,

C, H, I, J, K and L at field frequency at the points
indicated on the circuit diagram (Fig. 3). Voltage

figures represent peak -to -peak amplitudes measured

that the PL81A is overheating! It therefore remains
to check the three main smoothing resistors, R114,

via a probe having an input capacitance or 8pF in
parellel with 10Mf2. I taken with V1OB control
grid shorted to chassis.

circuit.

Supplementary circuit data

R115 and R116. Their values are marked on the

In later models R85 is 470k52, a 470k11 resistor is

No picture, sound in order
Check the PL81A. If this is overheating check

the ECC804 (V7) line oscillator and associated components. Check the discriminator diodes (W3, W4)
if necessary as an unbalance can put the line oscil-

lator out of action. If the PL81A is not overheating check the h.t. at C80-R115 (HT2) and
if this is

in order check Vii and V12 and also

C67 (0.22µF). If necessary check the line drive

to Vii. If this is excessive check R106 and the

width circuit. In stubborn cases check C68 (120pF)
which can short.

C54/R71 and chassis. In some early sets R114,
R115 and R116 are mounted on a tagstrip instead
of on the printed board. In some models R23 is
lkfl; R30 may not be fitted. W2 is type 0A70 or
GD13. VDRs Z1 type E298CD/A258, Z2 type
E298ZZ/05.

981 series
The 16in. portable Models 2643 (H.M.V.) and

3649 (Ferguson) incorporate the same basic chassis
as the 980 series but have a different cabinet

White line across screen
This indicates a failure in the field timebase.
Check V10 (30PL14) and voltages to pins 6 and 9.
The voltage at pin 9 (35V normal) is derived from
the boost line via R75, R74 and R103 decoupled
by C65 to h.t. If the boost line is right and 270V
is at the height control R74, check this control and
R75. If these are in order but there is no voltage

at pin 9, check C54 0.01,uF for shorts. This capacitor
(C54) will cause loss of field hold when it becomes
slightly leaky.

Poor contrast and sync
This symptom usually denotes a fault in the

video circuit and the associated resistors should be
checked as R26 and R27 can change value. Check

L10 and L11, and L12 if necessary. If all

added in series with R85 and the junction of these
resistors is taken to chassis via an 0.1/AF capacitor.
A 100kfl resistor is added between the junction of

is in

order here check W2 (0A70) vision detector in the

can, also L9A and L9B. If the
sound is also affected check V3 EF183 common
sound and vision i.f. amplifier. This valve is not
final i.f. coil

quite as reliable as the EF80 due to its frame grid
construction which imposes more stringent limits.

assembly. They are fitted with type CME1602/

A40-12W/S Rimguard c.r.t.s.

SERVICE NOTEBOOK
-continued from page 167

receivers, there is a capacitor connected from the

rectifier d.c. output to the top end of the valve

heater chain where it joins the thermistor. Its function is to reduce the residual hum level by feeding
a slight out -of -phase a.c. voltage to the h.t. rail.
As you can now surmise, this capacitor had gone

s/c, burning up a section of the dropper resistor,
so that the rectifier was supplying both h.t. and

heater circuit requirements.
The original rectifier in this model, a TV76, was
the square finned Westinghouse pattern which had

previously gone high resistance and simply been

shunted by a BY100. In spite of this immense

overload, it did not require replacement when the

faulty capacitor and burned out section of the
dropper were ultimately replaced.
To be continued

and carbon -coated anodes to reduce secondary
emission effects to a minimum, but in other devices

secondary emission is used to produce effects otherwise unobtainable.

THE

S. E. C.

When a beam of electrons hits a substance and
each electron landing causes two electrons to be
emitted and collected elsewhere, amplification is
taking place. In the case just suggested, the ratio
of output current to input current is 2. The action
of the secondary emission amplifier is similar to

that of the transistor, as shown in Fig. 2. In a

transistor the current flowing in the base circuit
controls the current flowing between the emitter

and collector (in the usual common -emitter circuit).

In the secondary emitting amplifier, the current
between the cathode and the secondary emitting

VIDICON

electrode (the dynode) controls the current between
the dynode and anode.

by K. T. Sterling
Primary
electron
current

THE s.e.c. vidicon is a television camera tube
which is hardly known outside research laboratories, yet the principles used in its construction may soon bring revolutionary advances in

Secondary

electron
current

Base

electron
current

Collector
electron

current

Fig. 2: Comparison of secondary emitting amplifier and
transistor.

Amplification by secondary emission has one
enormous advantage over any other form-it is

television techniques, infra -red detection, astronomy

and nuclear research. The principle which gives
the s.e.c. vidicon its name is that of Secondary

practically noiseless. This feature is extremely valu-

able when we must amplify very small signals. If
we were to pass the video signal from a photocell

Electron Conduction, and before we can understand

the operation of the s.e.c. vidicon we must know
something of this new method of electron multi-

or from the target of an image orthicon into a
valve amplifier the video signal would be drowned
by the spurious noise of the amplifier, and the
output of the amplifier would be noise only.

plication which was discovered by research workers
at the Westinghouse Laboratories in the USA.

Secondary emission amplification, however, enables

us to amplify the video signal without adding to
its noise, so that a much larger signal can then be

NOISELESS AMPLIFICATION
Secondary emission of electrons is an effect which

presented to the valve amplifier.
Amplification using secondary emission seems so
ideal that there must be some snags preventing its

has been known for some considerable time and
was described in detail in the article on Storage
Tubes (PRACTICAL TV, May, 1967). Briefly, secondary emission takes place when any substance is

Dynode 3

Dynode 1

bombarded by electrons. Between two limits of

bombarding voltage, the electrons hitting the substance cause more electrons to be emitted; and at

other voltages, fewer electrons are emitted. The

Cathode

new electrons are termed secondary electrons; they

normally return to the substance which emitted
them if there is nowhere else for them to go; but
if a conductor at a more positive potential than
the substance being bombarded is present the
secondary electrons flow towards it rather than

Dynode 2

+200

wider use. The snags are that the amount of amplification obtainable from each stage has been very

In the early days of radio secondary emission

was a troublesome effect which caused instability

(dynatron oscillations) in screened grid valves.

1

Primary electrons

limited up to now, and the gain stability poor.
Nevertheless, the low gain may be overcome by
using a large number of stages within one tube, as
orthicons
Is use d in photomulti p e rs and
and the gain stability is reasonable in such tubes
because the caesium vapour used to form the
photocathode and secondary emitting layers remains within the tube and prevents too rapid

image,

Nowadays valves are made with gold plated grids
Secondary electrons

+400

Fig. 3: Reflection secondary emission amplifier.

back to their source, see Fig. 1.

+200V
Anode

Anode

.

deterioration of the secondary emitting layers.

+150V

Dynode

T.S.M. TUBES
Secondary electrons

Cathode

Fig. 1: Secondary emitting amplifier.

All the early secondary emission amplifiers used
reflection secondary emitters (dynodes, see Fig. 3)
where the primary electrons hit a surface and the
secondaries were reflected back -at various angles.
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S.E.C. target

02

G3

01

Fig. 5: Schematic of s.e.c.
vidicon.

Glass

faceplate

With such an arrangement it is very difficult to
design the secondary emitting surfaces so that the
total path length travelled by all electrons is the
same regardless of the angle at which electrons
strike each dynode, and it is equally difficult to
make all the stages equally active.

The next development from this was the pin-

wheel dynode (Fig. 4) which is used in the image
orthicon. In this type of secondary multiplier the
electrons zig-zag from one stage to another and
the changes of direction are not so violent.
The Transmission Secondary Multiplier (t.s.m.)

is the next logical development. In this there is
no change of direction in the path travelled by
the secondary electrons. The targets used in this
type of tube consist of thin films of materials
which emit large numbers of secondary electrons
and are sufficiently transparent to permit electrons
to pass through. So far all the films used have
been based on aluminium oxide and aluminium.
Aluminium, along with beryllium, has the distinc-

tion of being very transparent to electrons; it is
for this reason that aluminium can be used as a
reflecting coating on the phosphors of cathode-ray

tubes. If we use the aluminium as a support we
can coat it with any secondary emitting material
we choose, and use the subsequent sandwich as a

film t.s.m. In practice it is better to use aluminium
oxide to support the secondary emitting material,
along with aluminium to which a voltage may be

a light image has been focused. This enables us to
amplify an image directly without scann:ng, and

tubes using five or six stages of t.s.m. films are
used as "light amplifiers". Such tubes use potassium chloride coated on to aluminium oxide as
the secondary emitting layer, with a thin film of
aluminium to which an accelerating voltage can

be applied, and each stage has a gain of 5-7.
Image orthicons have been made using several
t.s.m. stages between photocathode and target, and
such tubes can produce pictures in conditions which
appear to the eye to be totally dark (the eye takes
about 20 minutes to adapt to such conditions and

can see only extremes of contrast), but the most
interesting possibility from the TV point of view
is the production of a sensitive camera tube using
a t.s.m. target. The image orthicon uses a glass
target to convert the electron image from the
photocathode into a charge image. The charge image

on the other side of the target is scanned by an

electron beam, and the reflected scanning beam is
noiselessly amplified by a secondary electron multiplier of the pinwheel type. Much of the complication of the image orthicon could be avoided if the
electron mulitplication could be carried out at the
target, and if the scanning electron beam were used
only to neutralise the charge on the target. Such a

tube has been built, and
vidicon.

is

termed the s.e.c.

applied.

THE S.E.C. VIDICON
APPLICATIONS
Since the secondary electrons from a t.s.m. film

If a film of aluminium oxide/aluminium is
coated with potassium chloride (a material similar
to common salt) by evaporation in a vacuum, the

leave in the same straight line as the entering gain of the sandwich film is about 5-7 as stated
primary electrons the t.s.m. film can be used to above, but if the coating is carried out at a fairly
amplify an electron image, such as the stream of high pressure with the gas argon the coating is
electrons coming from a photocathode on to which porous and the secondary emission gain is ex44tt

L.

l

e

r

(

L.

L.

r1/4.

tremely high (100-400) providing that no trace of
mixture is allowed to contaminate the film. It is

r

thought that successive portions of the porous

layer have high accelerating fields across them due
to secondary emission charging, and that this leads

r

to one film acting as

r
Dynode blades

Dynodes

if

it consisted of a large

number of secondary emitting layers.
The schematic of the experimental s.e.c. vidicon
is shown in Fig. 5. The vidicon part of the name is

r

Anode

Fig. 4: Pinwheel diode.

twisted like fan
blades

rather misleading, the action being more like that
of the orthicon (as distinct from image orthicon),
but the name seems to be established now. The
photocathode is a layer composed of an alloy of
antimony (a substance resembling arsenic) with the
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light metals caesium, potassium and sodium, which

emit electrons when struck by light. When an

image is projected on to such a layer by means of
a lens, the electron current leaving any section is
proportional to the strength of the light falling on
it. If the electrons can be accelerated away from
the photocathode in straight lines at right -angles
to the photocathode the image is preserved by the
electron stream, and a phosphor screen placed in
the electron stream would show an image which
would duplicate that on the photocathode. In the
s.e.c. vidicon, however, it is the s.e.c. target layer
which intercepts the electrons. Since the photocathode is some 10kV negative to the target, the
electrons approach at high energy, and a solenoid
surrounding the section of tube between photocathode and target supplies a magnetic field which
prevents the electron beams from scattering and

January, 1968

and lands on a portion of the target which has been
charged positively by the process described above,
the electrons of the beam land on that portion Of

the target, replacing the electrons which left due
to the secondary emission process, sufficient electrons landing on the surface of the target until it
is neutral again. Any surplus beam electrons are
then reflected to the mesh and have no effect on
the target.

We can obtain a video signal from the s.e.c.

vidicon either from the target connection or from

the mesh, by connecting either electrode to its

operating voltage via a load resistor and connecting

to a video amplifier through a capacitor (Fig. 6).
Normally, the signal is taken from the target, and
the current through the load resistor is propor-

tional to the light input to the photocathode. If
the signal is taken from the mesh, the current

becoming out of focus at the target.
When each approaching electron hits the target,

output is inversely proportional to the light input.

(say) two -hundred electrons leave the other side of
the film. These electrons are then collected on the

ADVANTAGES OF THE S.E.C. VIDICON

the s.e.c. multiplication process takes place, and

fine metal mesh (750 meshes per inch) which is
spaced about 0.010in. from the target on the side
opposite the photocathode. Where electrons leave
a surface, that surface must be positively charged
(since negative particles have left a region which

previously had equal numbers of positive and negative particles), and so the s.e.c. target surface facing

the electron gun has a positive charge which is
proportional to the electron current, and hence to

the light on the photocathode. This positive charge
is some 200 times as great as it would have been
on the glass target of an image orthicon tube, and,

since the amplification has been by a secondary
emission process, no noise has been added to the

The s.e.c. vidicon appears capable of giving pictures at lower light levels and with better signal-to-

noise ratios than the image orthicon. The reason
for this is that the noiseless amplification takes
place before the scanning beam hits the target. In
the image orthicon a very small signal at the target
is used to reflect the scanning beam to the noiseless multiplier. The signal at the target is little
greater than the noise of the beam, however, and
both are amplified equally by the multiplier. In
the s.e.c. vidicon the signal at the target has been
amplified before the beam reaches it, and so the

ratio of signal at the target to the noise of the
beam must be considerably better than that of the

electrical image.

image orthicon.

OBTAINING THE SIGNAL

noise less obvious. In the image orthicon the signal
is inverted due to the use of the reflected beam, so

In addition, the polarity of the signal makes

The electron gun emits a narrow beam of elec-

trons at a low speed. The speed is low at the

target because the voltage between the cathode of
the gun and the target is low (remember that the
s.e.c. film includes a film of aluminium to which a
voltage can be supplied), and, at such low voltages,
electrons will land or be reflected from surfaces
without any secondary emission taking place. When

the beam is deflected, by normal scanning action,
+50V
+75V -25V

+200V

that where there is maximum signal at the target
there is minimum signal at the anode. This means
that there is most return beam (and hence most

noise) where there is least signal and the signal-to-

noise ratio is therefore poorest in the blacks and

best in the whites. The lack of effective d.c. restora-

tion in most television receivers makes this noise
very noticeable in the black and grey areas of a
picture. In the s.e.c. vidicon (and also in the vidicon
and plumbicon) the maximum beam current occurs

where there is maximum signal on the target, and
maximum noise is in the peak white areas where
it is almost unnoticeable on a receiver.

In the other important features of a TV camera
tube-resolution, linearity, colour rendering, and
lack of spurious signals-the s.e.c. vidicon is comparable with the best studio quality tubes. Its size
is

between that of the vidicon and the image

orthicon, and its manufacture is no more difficult.
At the moment, it looks as if military requirements
for camera tubes capable of working at very low
light levels are likely to keep the s.e.c. vidicon

-10kV
P.C.

Video

+150V

out

-F1OV

Fig. 6: Operation of s.e.c. vidicon.

from the civilian market for some time, but the
demand for sensitive tubes for colour TV transmissions (where the colour filters used in front of
each chroma channel tube greatly reduce the available light and necessitate very wide lens apertures
or very bright lighting) will surely help the development of this remarkable tube.

Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their technical
difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply diagrams or provide
instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply

alternative details for constructional articles which appear in these
pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER
THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from page 188 must be attached to
all Queries, and a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

PHILIPS

This set has perfect sound on all channels,
but instead of a raster it has a white horizontal
line about din. high across the centre of the
screen. The height potentiometer has no effect
on the fault.-A. Parker (Co. Durham).

Check the continuity of the field deflection coils,
the h.t. to pin 6 of the field output valve and the h.t.
from the height control to the field oscillator. Since
you do not supply the model number of the Philips
receiver, we cannot be more explicit.
ALBA T1195

This receiver is faultless on 405 lines, but on
BBC -2, 625 lines, the fault is excessive bright-

ness. Turning the brightness control anti-

clockwise no longer has much effect.
I must stress that this is a fringe area for the
BBC -2 transmissions.-R. Bellas (Wirral, Cheshire).

Change the PFL200 video amplifier. Change the
grid leak resistor 8258 from IMO to 150kfl and C249
from 22kpF to 0.1p.F or 0-15µF.
ALBA T655

There is no vision owing to the absence of
e.h.t. voltage to the top cap of the EY86 valve.
This I thought was probably due to a break in
the secondary winding of the line output transformer. However, upon measurement of this

winding with an Avo Minor meter, it proved to
be intact.
There is a voltage of about 250V at the top
cap of the EY86.-J. Mainwaring (North Wales).
If the PL81 is not overheating, the oscillator is
probably working, providing line drive to the PL81
control grid.

Check h.t. voltage to pin 8 of the PL81, which
should be 140V. Then check the 0.1p.F boost line
capacitor and disconnect the 33pF capacitor. If
these points are in order, it is fair to suspect the
line output transformer.

BUSH TV56

This set is in good working order except for
the tube which has been running on a booster

transformer for over a year and is steadily
getting worse. The tube is an MW43-64. I know

that I should really buy a 43-69 but I have an

almost new AW43-80 complete with scan coils
which is gathering dust at the moment and I was
wondering if it would be possible to swap them
over.

The mechanical alterations are no problem

and I notice that the pin connections are almost
the same apart from the pin 6 on the AW43-80
being A2 and A4 and pin 7 on the MW43-84

being A2. If the changeover is possible and

using the base connector which is in the receiver,

I would like your advice on the following:
(1) Which of the above mentioned pin connections must be changed, and to where?
(2) Which is the focus pin on the 43-80 and
where is there a suitable point in the receiver to
obtain the focus voltage?
(3) Would it be an advantage to fit an EY86
in .place of the EY51?-J. Rollins (Bournemouth, Hampshire).

Although you have an AW43-80 complete with
deflection coils, it should be borne in mind that this
tube is for 90 deg. scanning. The coils will not,
therefore, ideally match the line output transformer.
The AW43-80 is an electrostatically -focused tube

which does not require a focus magnet. Pin 6 must
have a potential which can be altered. Try connecting
it to pin 10, pin 11 or chassis.

There is no reason why an EY86 should not be

used. Note that the EY86 has a B9A base.
ALBA T988

When a good picture is tuned in, volume

drops. When the volume is tuned in, the picture
quality is bad.-P. Davies (Swansea, Glamorgan).
You should prove the aerial to be efficient, then
check the tuner unit valves. If these are in order,
check the i.f. alignment to the maker's instructions.
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LAWSON BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES
The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very

highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY 99"
range of television tubes.

SPECIFICATION:
The new "Century 99" range of C.R.T.s is the product of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All
types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification but incorporating the very latest design. improvements
to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life.

"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available as direct replacements for the following makes and types

AW36-80
AW36-21

CRM121

Twin Panel
Types

CRM141

CRM122
CRM123
CRM124

MW36/24
MW31 /74

MW31/16
MW43/80
MW36/44
MW53/80
MW53/20
MW43/43
AW59-91

A47 -13W
A59 -16W

459-13W

AW59-90
AW53-89
AW53-28
AW53-80
AW47-91
AW47-90
AW43-89
AW43-88
AW43-80

C14JM

CI9AK
C21/14
C217A

Twin Panel
Types

C171A
C174A
C175A
C177A

CRM211

CME1906

C17AF

CRM212

CME2.306

C171354

£4.10.0
£5.10.0
£5.19.0
£6.19.0
£7.15.0

Terms:

C.W.O.

Carr. and

Ins. 10/-

C21HM
C21KM
C21NM
C21SM
C21YM
C23 -7A
C23 -TA

CI 7FM

C17GM
C17HM
C17JM
C17LM

141 K

171K
172K
173K

2120
7102A
72014
7203A
72044
74014
74054
74064
75014
7502A
75034
7504A
76014

17ASP4
17AYP4
21CJP4
5E14/70
SE17170

C23AG
C23AK

77014

Ci7PM

2

LAWSON TUBES

YEARS'
FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

STATION ESTATE, MALVERN.
Offices

18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,

Complete fitting instructions supplied

MALVERN, WORCS.

VALVES

THE KING TELEBOOSTER

SETS

7/6 7117

111511T

7/5 7125
7/9 71:6
5/6 7117
4/9 7Y4
3/9 1001
2/9 10013

1115

194
155

SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

7/- 1136

1516/9
5/6
6/6
9/9

13729

CC/135

4/9 Ecti42 9/- PC96
12/6 0121191 5/5 PC98
8/- 00.1194 8/6 PC97

DAC32
DA 091
DA1,96

3614

THE ORIGINAL VHF DUAL BAND TUNABLE
PRE -AMPLIFIER

Still the best of its kind available. Latest low -noise transistor
and
printed circuit. Boosts Band I and III simultaneous/
without switching. Two amplifiers in one. Can produce guud
viewing out of almost nothing in Iringe areas. Ideal for
work.
Guaranteed gain: Minimum 18 dB Band I, 14 dB Band 111.

Channels: Red spot. Band 1. 1, 2 and 3. all Band 3,
Yellow spot, Band 1. 3, 4 and 5, all Band 3.
Power: Self-contained 9v PP4 battery. limA.
Plastic case 36 x 3+ x 21n., brown, with cork base.
Retail price, 23.15.6, complete with battery OR self-contained
mains version, retail price 65.17.6.
Specify channels, one Band I, one Band III,

6B060 15/-

12/3005
30.10L1 13/9
7/9 30FL14 12/6
5/6
6/6 3001
7/9 30L15 12/-

6/9

611J6
013.67
01306

601

1/6 301.17
9/- 3004
30012
1/6 30019

61,13
0014

0023

12/11

6070

6090

THE KING UHF TELEBOOSTER FOR BBC2

Channels: Blue spot 25-45. White Spot 45-65, tunable,
Plastic case 34 x 31 a 21n., brown, with cork base.
Retail price 24.17.8. complete with battery, UR self-contained
mai model, 26.15.0.
Sole manufacturers:

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LTD.
BILIDGE HOUSE, NEWTON ABBOT, Devon
Send Ivy'

4/3 39001

6E505 7/6

Unique design, employing quarter -wave cavity resonator for
100% stability, printed circuit for reliability, with the very
latest second generation low -noise transistor.

literature

7/3 0e1.90
3/9 0111.92
6/- EC1,66
7/- 00:39
7/9 01,41
2/9 0090

10/6 1/0(291)
7/- l2AT7 3/9 1)E33
6/6 1241)6 4/9 11091
61- 0095
394
4/9 12A U7 4/9 11190
4/- 17096
12A17 4/9 111177
3V4
4/8 12K5UT 7/6 D1151 12/6 0099
5U431
7/9 0091
10/8 U0.12
8/- 2002
504G
5/6 0092
5/- 2001 14/6 1)091
5Y31.1T
5/- 0097
9/. 1)E92
7/6 2001
5040
8/6 00193
20
P3
14/9 11096
0130L2 11/9
6/9 E0194
17/- 1/033
2/3 2004
6AL5
5/- 01190
316 26U40T11/6 1/1.35
6.4.516
9/9 EL33
6/6 1/092
6Ai45
4/9 3001
5/6 01.34
4/- 5005 11/6 11L94
6AT6
8/- EL41
4/8 301317 12/6 1)096
613A6
5/9 0L94
4/3 301219 11/8 1)080
613E6
114
3A5

6019

6560
006/4T
6X4

5/9
EABCSO 6/EA1,42 8/6
2/3
01191

11Y97

E2233
15/- E81:41
121- 061'90

11/- 06099
12/- Euell
14/6 011.'92

36001314/6 0121283
6/- 30001414/6 Eeu94
3/6 35L60T 7/6 E
6/6 35904 4/6 0: :/1.-'9/->

3/6 350401' 4/6 0(2092
12/6 01'096
6063
9/- EC/135
10/8 AZ31

6X505 5/9
7B6

MALVERN 2100

/1!kt,5C,f14'1,r11T11-4.34e11,79V6..109A6F,'91);:.914!T)11.9113),K49f1c:r 12)4L/962' "4.

i ROOT

1N5t1T

Tel 2457

GEC & COSSOR also
ENGLISH ELECTRIC

4/14
4/15
4/15G
5/2
5/2T
5/3
5/3T
14KPA
17ARP4

C21AA

C17AA

CME141
CME1402
CME1702
CME1703
CME1705
CME1706

12'
14' ,..,
17'
19' ,..,
21' ..

C17SM
C19/7A
C19/16A
C19/10AD
C19AH

C12FM
C14M
C14GM
C14HM

CME1901
CME1902
CME1903
CME2101
CME2104
CME2301
CME2302
CME2303

C14LM
C14PM

CRM142
CRM143
CRM144
CRM153
CRM171
CRM172
CRM173

EMISCOPE &
EMITRON

BRIMAR

MAZDA

MULLARD
MW43169
MW43I64

0090
EL95

09150
01191
7/- 05194
05197
61- E 9 51

5/9
3/9
4/9
7/6/3
571/8-

8/6 PY501

8/6 10/9
5/6 020

.

site
8/- Pe900 7/9 L s5
11/6
8/8 0121264 5/6 26
13/8
7/9 0121289 9/9 U47
13/6
3/9 rcu189 8/6 U49
4/6
9/6 012080 6/8 1153
1170
9/8
4/9 00092 6/5/- /'/ '086 9/- U191 11/13/1-5301
8/3 1'3'0600
5/- 1,0901 7/9 U501
18/3/6 Pr vmp.! 9/6 aiscs0 75/199
3/3 0.'090511/9
7/6 Pc1.90011/6 01141

8/6 1'/2090812/8
5/9 I'CL92 6/9
6/6 PeL53 8/6
6/6 PeL84 719/- 001.05 8/8
8/8 PCL66 8/6
4/9 FENA4 6/9
5/- PEN30C15/5/- P00209 13/9/5/9 0L36
6/9 PL81
6/3 PL52

11 BC41

01/060
08021
0092
1..21264
1)121265

e090
1121142
21191

9/9 1.3 L92
816 U0L93

0090
ig,-.611

4/e/

0740
0041

E T81

6/9 516

9/- 872
8/- 8151

00 18' 94(11

12/- P 0 92
5/8

11N 93

14/9 Py,/
14/6 1.0900

5/3 0041

5/3 2095

6/9
61-

5/- 0040

9/-

5/-

7/9

6/6

8/8
8/9

6/7/8/9
8/9

7/5/9
8/9
set -

6/-

5/6
4/9
10/6

5/9 0 P1321 21/.
3/6
7/3 9077
8/6
6/- 077

READERS RADIO
85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE
ILFORD, ESSEX.

6/8

16059 5/9

6/3 1.11,41
we P1,93
6/3 12151)
6/5 PL.9.1
6/- PL500 13f- 0069
7/9 0L41
6/9 0X25
8/0 11044
8/9 PY32
8/6 0194
4/8 05'3:3

0066

6/7/-

12/9

Tel. 01-550 7441

Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or more, postage 6d. per
valve extra. Any Parcel Insured agalast Damage us Transit od. extra.
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EKCO T221

After this set has been running, the line

oscillator will either go off or apparently change
frequency, giving a rather faint picture with up

to three images across the screen. This is
sometimes immediately preceded by a loss
of horizontal hold.
The rather harsh treatment of switching on
and off quickly sometimes brings the picture
back to normal for a short period.-J. Cheltenham (Preston, Lancashire).
This symptom is mostly caused by loose electrodes

187

RGD 610FM

The sound is quite normal but there is no

picture or raster. When the set is switched on,
the PY81 takes a long time to warm up. When it
does, the whole of the valve glows red and the

line output does not light up. If the set is

switched off and on again quickly, the valve and

the line output immediately behave normally,
i.e. plenty of spark when checked but still no
raster or picture.
If the set is kept on for about 20 minutes under

these conditions, i.e. line output and PY81
normally, and then switched off, the
the valve with the handle of a screwdriver while working
of the raster can be seen very faintly
watching the effect on the picture. If this action seems collapse
a small spot of light remains in the centre
to clear the fault, then the valve should be replaced. and
of the screen if viewed in a darkened room.
I have substituted PY81, PL81, EY86 and the
DYNATRON TV44
tube was in good condition when tested.N.
Dyers (Poole, Dorset).
The picture on this receiver loses frame sync
when picture content is mainly white with very
The PY81 may be overheating due to the PL81
little black information.
drawing excess current. You should therefore check
This can be corrected by increasing the con- the line oscillator valve by substitution. Check the line
trast but this is then too high and causes smear- output capacitors and the line output transformer.
ing on the highlights. This effect appears to be
V5 (PCF80) is the line oscillator. Check the c.r.t.
worse when the set has reached its proper
anode voltage on pin 3. If absent, check the
running temperature.-R. Wilson -Kitchen first
0.25µF capacitor.
(Beckenham, Kent).
in the line oscillator valve. Prove by gently tapping

Check the 2µF capacitor decoupling the screen
supply of the sync separator. Also check the 0.1µF
capacitor to the control grid and the video amplifier
resistors which often change value.
FERGUSON 317T

There is a good black and white picture but
with a bar about lin. wide near the centre of the
screen, with half of another picture.-A. Lawson
(Derby).
This is incorrect line oscillator phasing. This

DECCA DR41

I have obtained a u.h.f. tuner together with an
i.f. strip for this set. One of the connectors from

this strip is similar to a 9 -pin valve base and
this fits easily into a socket provided on the TV
chassis. There are, however, other connectors

attached to the i.f. strip and I am not able to tell
just where these are connected to the TV.). Sloan (Lancashire).

stage assembly and width adjustment. The core in the

We would advise you to contact the suppliers of
the i.f. plate etc. for the maker's fitting instructions.
The chassis is a Thorn 850 sch. A and details could
be obtained from the B.R.C., Eley's Estate, Edmonton, N.18, if necessary.

should be made to eliminate the vertical bar separating the two picture sections.

PETO SCOTT 2128

FERGUSON 3634

the left-hand side of the picture.-S. Lewis

adjustment is in the form of a dust iron core in the
oscillator transformer located towards the top righthand corner of the chassis, near to the line output

top of the transformer is the adjustment, which

This set displays a wavy picture. The effect is

more visible on BBC -2. On BBC -2, a white
horizontal line about 5--6in. in height travels
vertically resulting in an uneven raster. By
increasing the contrast, the waviness disappears
but the uneven raster is present and altering the
frame hold has no effect. A new aerial has been
tried but this made no improvement.
This set also displays vertical bars on the left
side of the screen. These bars are, however, not

There are about four vertical dark lines on

(Swansea).
There is a 11a2 resistor across the line linearity
coil. Replace this component.

ALBA T655

The faults are that contrast varies when a

switch in the house is turned on or off. Also, the
same fault (darkening of the picture so that it is

barply visible) occurs on its own accord after
F. Sarpson (Tadcaster, Yorkshire).
Whilst the resistors associated with the video

visible on a test card-only on a moving the set has been running for about 20 minutes.picture.-D. jhalera (London, N.W.6).

We are not at all sure that the effects you complain
of are in fact attributable to faults in the receiver. The
waviness and left side bars could be due to reception
conditions and unlocked transmissions.

However, you may find that replacement of the

video amplifier (PFL200) may help matters. It would
be advisable to check the main electrolytic capacitors.

amplifier are always suspect and must receive attention (check 'Oki/ and 47k CI) the fault need not be

here. Check the contrast control and components.
If it is the brilliance (not contrast) which varies,
check the 0-01p.F capacitor in the feed to pin 10 of
the c.r.t.
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FERRANTI T1011

RGD 1756

owing to severe blue flashing inside it. The set
gave a reasonable picture before changing the
valve but it was noticed that the line hold was

height and width but is very pale.-H. Hyde

I recently changed the U25 e.h.t. rectifier

The sound is good and the picture is of full

(Wednesbury, Staffordshire).
This symptom could be caused by (a) a weak

partly destroyed when flashing took place,
accompanied by sparking at the double wired
end of the U25. Since fitting another U25, I

aerial signal (check the aerial system, make sure that

I have no picture or raster, line whistle is

somewhere in the vision i.f. channel or misalignment.

have good sound on TV channels but distorted
sound when the set is switched to v.h.f.

absent and cannot be heard when the line hold
is operated.
I have replaced the PY32 with a PY33 and I
have tried six U191's and each has become red
hot within seconds of switching on.-R. Peers
(Cheshire).
The linearity coil has a metal core which is

connected to chassis by a lead from the top of the
frame. This is on the inside of the screening box of
the line output unit. Cut this lead and note if this
clears the short.

K -B 0V30

This set has a C17LM-R c.r.t. which has no
emission. Can you state any equivalents of this
tube ?-M. Spieuhkowski (Huddersfield, Yorkshire).
The C17LM is a straight gun 70 deg deflection

it is pointing to the required transmitter and that

the feeder is efficiently wired at both ends) or (b) lack
of vision channel sensitivity.

The latter could indicate a faulty tuner, trouble

GEC BT1252

After about 20 minutes' use, the fuse blows
(the one nearest the tuner). After allowing the
set to cool off, fitting another fuse allows
another 20 minutes' running time-then it blows
again.-E. Armstrong (Lincoln).
If there is an unpleasant smell from the vicinity

of the metal rectifier, change this component. If
there is no smell or sign of discharge between the
plates of the rectifier, try disconnecting the 0.1µF
300V a.c. capacitor which is wired across the input,
fuse to chassis.

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until JANUARY 19th, 1968, and

tube. This can be replaced by an MW43-69Z or an

must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the I
I notice on page 185.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JANUARY, 1968

connects to either 10 or 11.

t.

MW43-69 with an ion trap magnet. Ensure that pin 7

TEST CASE -62
Each month we provide an interesting case of television
servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions,
but are based on actual practical faults.

A reader took to his own home a friend's
Pye 700/D to examine for picture rolling
and line pulling. Connecting up to his own
aerial system he was surprised to find that the set
worked perfectly normally, with solid line and
field locks and no sight of pulling. The set was
operated for a week under normal conditions and
no picture fault developed.

Thinking that, perhaps, the set was disturbed
in some way when it was moved, and that the
fault was cleared, it was returned to the owner,
but on connecting up it was soon seen that the
fault was present just as bad as before.
Test Card D was carefully examined and, apart

from slight grain, which was not present on the

other aerial system, it was virtually perfect. Good
definition and contrast range, but tending to pull
and locking badly in the field.
What was the most likely cause of this trouble?

See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the

answer and for a further item in the Test Case
series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 61

Page 140 (last month)
The field timebase generator (triode) is fed
from the boosted h.t. rail through the height
control and series resistor. These items checked
normal, yet the anode voltage was still low, and
since the picture brightness and focus were
apparently correct, the technician assumed that
the boosted h.t. voltage was up to standard.
Further testing, however, revealed that the
boosted volts were some 200V low, and this was
reflected, too, at the

first anode of the picture

tube. Testing in the boost circuit brought to light
a slightly leaky boost reservoir capacitor, and
replacing this restored normal voltage on the field
triode anode and picture height. Although there
was also some improvement in picture brightness,
this was only slight, and by itself would not
normally be considered as a defect.

Published on or about the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street,
London, W.C.2,
at the recommended maximum price shown on the cover. Printed in England by WATMOUGHS LLMITED, Idle. Bradford; and London.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTC/I (A/sia) LTD. Subscription rate including postage for one year; To
any part of the World. £1.1.5.0d.
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
38 CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON. N.W.1

tube Chalk Farm

Nearest
0A2

1241),

0112

61- 124 Lo
u2441T 4/8 124TO
11/6
9/0 1.251:11
1185

Is)

1T4
2.021

282
34.5

4/9 12A Vii
ars I2BAn
2/8 1211E6
516

1213117

6/-

:412.41:1'

4/8 111104)

7/6 235.0.:1: 6/6 1011CNI
4/6 30130
6/3 E1(07.0

4/6 5012111T 61-

5/9 72

5/-

8/6 1211',9

91101

6/- 900(1

8/- 12J7((T 6/6 900V
13/-

83/6 10192

2/6 06+.,
4/6 El, 9 I
916 (040

7/8 050
6/3 1080
5/9 ) 083
) 085
5/9 1096

8/6 001,_1 10/3
16/- 0.003 19/6
34/- 1;079
4/9

85AY

5/8

416 1,541
613 15.0

F40

4/9 E/01

Pol

313

092
095

6/6

A23

2/6 (./,14
9/9 0/37

1/6 ('0099
3/- PC0012
6/- 001,04

6/6
3/9
4/8
12/6

8/ -

10/- 0(0900 11/6

14/6 Pc 1,81

93-

130112 14/6 E01'7t 15/11
/297
81- 11 A BUM 9/3 ('0092 6/3
8/- 897
11/9 120040 9/6 61'93
91- 115009 26/8 0c1,811 816
5/- 5763
10/- Fit 3,1 3/6
, pis 8/3 116E2 8/9 Pcl,a4 7/20
Lit
13/80'4
5/6
0000
6/- Et it, 4(6 01(4 5/9 01t2A 9/9 P01,85 8/3
5R40 Y 8/9 2111)4 20/5 7475
2/8
Eccai
4/6
It T(10
0804
20/5
29/1 Pc086 8/11/6 AC2PEN
51:40
4/9 2(102
Ec024 5/6 1H90
7/6 K T41 19/6 P E N 45 7/5V4G
8/- 20L) 15/6 DI) 18/6 E05 51.32
KT -14
2/518 PEN40 4/20P1
17/8
5Y3GT 5/4 9 h3.088 71- L LJ2
1'161 12/- P 01.20013/6
17/- AC6PEN
553
7/8 2003
AZ3
7/9 EcCitl 3/- 1. 1.34
ET03
4/- O 133
9/17/6 AZ41
554G
7/6 2004
8/6
E00109
11/t.
1,30
8/9 11T66 16/6 P L36
9/6A07
3/- 2005 17/- 1136
4/9 60000 7/ - 1.41
1(109 27/6 91.08
19/9
25YS(1
8/8
6A07
5/9
chid
19/6 EC 082 6/9
.42
KTWIll
4/3
7/6
1%2i
6/9
2157.41.1
8/8
6AQ.1
1

4/9

6A116
6AVO
611Ati

60121

3/9 25501ST 8/6
5!6 20(15 12/30017 13/4/6 901'18 9/6

4/3 2005
11)6
8(460 20/5 2001.1 al 68110
8/6 191,1.12 15/611.10
7/- M0013 6/61047A 7/0014 12/6
6E1E7

0113

9/8/7/5/-

301,15
201.17

14/18/-

611W6
2004
11/6
ti8W7
30P4hilt
609
10/9
18/6CD60 19/6 30P12 11/6019
19/- 20019 11/706
10/9 30001 15/7117
12/8 300013 15/10FI
15/- 001.114 15/101,011 10/- 0opl,15 15/10 PM 14/6 35ui(1'l' 6/3
10 014
35W4
4/6

12Acti

al8-

357.3

CUM 19/6 EC000 8/6
0'031
6/6 Ec0204 24/ 135096 6/- Et T311312/6
0066 15/- Eu1121 916
1)09ii
6/- Ef111115 6/D F97
DK 40

DB92
11B96
D1.72
D1,06
D M 70

D5171

10/-

1104142
10/6 0,01181
7/6 5;(111s3
616 Ec li 24

8/9

5/7/6/6

15/- EcLs0 6/6/- Ec L22 6/3
6/- E(11,83 9/9/9

EELs4 M-

0107
5/9 ECUMS 11/E9000 83/- E0L80 7/9
PAO P 241- E01..1.800
E83F 24/23/9
E0800 12/- EF22
6/6
81800 17/6 0,036

EA BMW 5/9
EA 042 7/6
EB41
4/9
5:1191
2/3
10/0 EitC33 6/ -

E 037 A

E029
0.1,40

1:041

E042

71-

5/-

made by return.

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...
GET A CERTIFICATE !
Attcr

brief,

intensely

interesting

study

-undertaken at horn, In your spare 'ime-

YOU can secure a recognised Qualification
or extend your knowl Age of Radio and TV.
Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of Information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio industry.
Chambsrs College provides first
rate postal courses for Radio Amateurs'
Exam., R.T.E.6. Servicing Cert., C. & C.
Telecoms., A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also
gives details of range el diploma

courses In Radio/TV Servicing, Electronics and other branches of engineering, together with particulars of our
remarkable terms 01

Satisfaction or refund of fee
Write now for your copy of this invaluable
publication. It may well prove to be

the turning point in your career.

FOUNDED 1885-OVER
11.0,000 SUCCESSES

6/9 U041
7/9
4/8
20/ - U042
Ty 26011/10 1 020
6/9
1 (0
9/- 0 005
7/9
1112/19
7/6 Li 006
9/016
15/- 01,20
5/6
013/20 8/6 ( 1..41
8/8
19
1,04
40/5/6
025
0/9 0/000
6121
s
12/6
16/6
020
11/- UNIN 1013
031
6/3 1 621
9/13/6
1 11
5/6
1125
93
18/8
4/9
0137
34/11 V14
14/6
U45
P4B 11/15/6
(1 7(1
4/6 61(1(15 5/1

1

11101
U 251

121_

5/-

AC100
AC177
A 0140
411149

Postage/Packing lid. per 10.011. Orders Soy, El post
tree. Any parcel insured against damage In transit
1..r only 03. extla. All orders despatched on day
or receipt. Callers welcome to the shop, Mon.-Pri.
9
10.--5.70 p.m. Sate. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Cranked Arm, 7 element,

80/-. 11
element, 117/.. 14 element. 75/-. 16
element, 82/6. Mast Mounting with 2In.

clamp. 7 element, 42/6. 11 element,
55/-. 14 element. 62/, 18 element, 73/-.
Chimney Mount ing Arrays, ComPlete. 7 element, 72/6. 11 element, 80/-.
14 element, 87/6. 19 element, 95i,
Complete assembly instructions with
every unit. Low Loss Cable, 1/8 yd.
C.H.F. Preamlis from 75/-. State

clearly channel number required on all
orders.

BBC - ITV AERIALS

BBC (Band 1). Telescopic lot t.21/ -.External
S/D, 30/-. "Fi" 22.10.0.

ITV (Rand 31. 3 element loft array, 25/-. 5

element. 35/-. 7 element.
45/- Wall mounting. 3 ele-

ment, 35/-. 5 element.
45/, Combined BBC/
ITV. Loft 1'r 3.41/3:1+5.
48/9i 1 + 7, 58/9: Wall

mounting! +3,56/3:1 +5,
63/9:Chimney 1 + 3. 63/9:
1 -5. 71/3.
VHF transistor pre -

amps, 75/-

COMBINED BMA - ITV - 111102
AERIALS 1+3+9, 70/, 1+5+9. 80/-.
1 +5+14. OW-. 1+7+14. 100/-. Special
leaflet available.

F.M. (Band 2). Loft S/D. 12/8. "H",
30/-, 3 element. 52/8. External units

11029

0005
0036

40114
40115
All 10

4/: %1.151 4/66

11( 41

A 0117

314 01234

41 116
A1.119
A1 125
A 0127

A0170

40180
40112
114110
It A129

Y)6
1

a/-

7/-

2/6 (1051)

EY 100

10/7/6

ueos

11/6

0049

5/2/-

4/- 0046

3/-

3/6 0045

3/- 11 6239

1/9

41- 0070

2/8

2/2/-

1rt:71

0072
183 //166-

(1-31; yl%

.41' IO2:12

905/1/

1.079

16/-

- tl ETU) 9/- 0074
0073
97// 66
2/8 c ET119 4/6 (/076
0077
2/6 13E1'573 13/6

8/0/3/8/4
UC7s
3/0078D
9/44//
48//6- (11.1
8,9 (1ET107 4/8 M0111 2/2/4/6 if ET200 4/8
0(11,2
5U/1-6

1.1-i15';':11:111106

5/- urrsoo 4/6

ET090 4/6 00021)
t1ET397 4/6 0003
4/6 01'1'609 4/6 0084
00123
00169
59/1-- o°AA 779u
18/16
5/- 0481 1/9 00170
551/: 005539,01
12//00 00171
at_

51-

(11 '172

5/- 0495

6/- 0.4102
615/51-- 000C:2232

9/- 0020
5/- 0026
5/- 0028

1/9 00200

2/3
2/6

2/-

8/4/6
3/9
2/6

314

4/6/6

2/- 00'205 5/6
2/- 011071 27/8
081912 16/75/1-- MAT100 7/9
5/- MAT101 8/6
6/- 51AT120 7/9
5/- 1,1AT121 8/6

lithited and lmrellaloe lire. Complete catalogue of
condensers, transformers, nucrophones, eptakers,
metal rectifiers with terms of business, dd., poet free.
over

NEW VALVES
Guaranteed Set Tested
24 -HOUR SERVICE

All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with tilting
bracket and 4 element grid reflectors.

element, 57/6. Wall Mounting with

4,-

7/6 00167

AP goods are new first quality brands only and
subieet to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle
manufacturers' ,cond- 01 rejects which are of ten
des,' ;bed as 'new said tested' but which have a

NEW RANGE BBC 2 AERIALS
Loft Mounting Arrays,7 element,35/-.
11 element, 42/6. 14 element, 50/-. 18

5/- 136108

8/- B112
81-11:;u0/
21

12/6 %1,111 6/- BA 1311
12/3 Ny107 10/6 BC107
I
L13111
12/6 90729 10/- B0108
F 1,81
81- K1006212/6 PLoIA 6/9 0404
6/- N 4i
101- 110109
LOS
6/9 KTWO3 4/- P1.02
519 1:901
18(- 1106
718 B0113
It L24
4/6 511104 7/6 01,93
6/- 04020 6/- 1703
5/ - Be115
1,20
7/6 MB 1,1/012/6 91:14
6/3 U A BUBO 6/3
110116
1.1,06
8/- 611)12/144/- 1'1,500 13/6 U A 1,42 7/0
80119
x37
F L91
2/6
28/8 P1.504 15/- U1341 10/6 Tear. Wore B0105
L95
Xs - N70
38/4 0)I84
918 01)041 6/6 and diodeo
110130
61.1.80 13/- N108 26/7 X 4
14/- 1: lit :81 6/6 25404 6/- 410137
5 Mit 14/- P A BC80 7/6 1.6:31
6/6
Eso 5/6
AP.M,
8/- 111.138
h Ms0
POI
5/9
2/6 P vs°
0/- 141,s9 5/9 AC1U7 316 1108 10
F M81
6/9 Ptinti
8/6 I'1'41
5/- it lti.21 9/- Ac 13 3 5/12
F M04
6/- 1.008
8/6 Y (12
5/- 11092
5/6 A0126 2/ - B0633BCY
6M05 11/- 1.095
8/9 0893
5/6 00004 9/- At :127 2/- B0Y04
6M97
6/8 l'C97
5/9 PY88
7/3 000/15 6/8 A0120 2/- BUY 36
601
5/6 PC900 8/8 PYMOO 6/- Uc0s0 6/3 muSS 5/- 1306 39
8681
7/- PC084 5/6 01(801 6/- Uck121 9/- A0156 4/- B 1)118
E 03 9/- POC85 6/9 P7.30
9/6 00E142 8/6 A11157
5/- B0129
EY)14
9/8 ittiCks 10/6 RIO
15/- 1101141 el - AC165 5/ - B0159
0106 5/9 PC089 9/9 R17
17/6 1.91.82 71FY87
5/9 000189 8/8 RIM
9/6 U CLS3 8/9

9/- Terms of 1.9 inem:-(30.sh with order only. No 0.0.D.
3/6

01000

AC I lit.

1.1202

8/9

We require for prompt aa h settlement all types of
salves, loose or boxed. but MUST be new. Offers

All goods advertised are in stock

6/3 R10
bi- 013(1

POOP( 9/000001 8/6
P00802 9/6
000005 9/6

12K5
3u.alT 6/8 i9A05
394
4/9

(SATO

Tel. Primrose 9090

SPECIALISTS IN NEW VALVES AND TRANSISTORS

1R,9

185

1T4

3S4

3V
6AQ5

6E

4/8
/9
2/9
4/3
5

4/6
6/3

ECC83

ECM

ECH35
ECH42
ECH81
KCH84

ECI,80
ECL82
ECL86

4/3
4/9
5/
8/9
6/35/3

5/9
6/1061
7/6
10013
10/3 EP:19
3/6
12K8GT 7101,80
4/9
200')
9/- EF85
5/2001
E F86
11/8
8/3004
1EFB9
4/9
:t0P10
00183
11/6/CCH35
KF104
5/6
DAC32
EH90
SIB
6/DAF91 3/9
EL33
6/3
DAF96 5/11 EL41
6/DF33
ELM
7/6
4/6
1)091
F. Y'l
2/9
5/3
0096 5/11
I:100
5/6
DK32
71E540
6/6
DK91
4/6 1280
3/9
DK96
8/3 EZal
4/DL33
6/6 KT61
6/3
D L.3,5
N73
4/9
19/6
DL92
PC86
4/3
8/6
DL94
PC88
5/6
F/6
D1,46
PC97
5/11
5/3
5/6 PC900
DY86
716
DY87
5/6 PCCd4
5/3
EABC80 5/6 PCCE19 9/9
7/9 PCC189 8/EBC41
EBF80 5/9
PCF80
8/3
EBF89 5/9
PCF82
5/9
ECC131
PCF801 7/9
3/9
ECC82
4/3
PCL82
6/3
6L118

6/9/6

PC1.83

8/8
7/8/3
PFL200 12/6
PCL84
PCL85
PL36

PLO)
PL83
PL64
PL500
PY32

5/9
5/11

PY132

4/
5/3
5/11
5/11
6/6
10/9
10/9
1135//6

PY33
PY81

PY63
PV600
PY801
R19

Liz
U26

0191
UAB C80

6/12/6
8/6
/6
8
5/-

LTAF42 6/11
UBC41
6/6
UBF814
5/9

UCC84
UCC85
UCF80
UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF41

UF89
UL41
UL84
U1(41

UY85

7r9

6/8/8/6
5/9
8/9
8/6
8/9
5/6
8/6
6/5/3
4/9

available. Co -ax, cable, 8d. yd. Co -ax.
Plugs. 1/3. Outlet boxes, 4/6. Diplexer

Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or
more. post age 6d. per valve extra. Any

CHAMBERS COLLEGE

P. & P. 5/-. Send 6d. stamps for illustrated lists.

OfTice address, no callers.

(Ineorp. National Inst. of Engineering)
(Dept. 844V). 148 HOLBORN

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS(Dept.P.T.)
V Central Parade. New Addington

Crossover Boxes. 12/8. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

LONDON, E.C.1

Callers welcomed - open all day Saturday

Surrey (CR0-0,1 ft ) LODGE HILL 2266

parcel insured against damage in transit
6d. extra.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON N.16

January, 1968
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Practical Television Classified Advertisements
The pre -paid rate for classified advertisements is 4/-- per line (minimum 12/-) box number 1/6d. extra. Semi displayed setting £2 10s. Od. per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PRACTICAL TELEVISION and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered
post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should he sent to the Advertisement Manager. PRACTICAL
TELEVISION, George Newnes Ltd , 15/17 Long Acre, London, WC2, for insertion in the next available issue.

SETS & COMPONENTS

SETS & COMPONENTS
150 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors, ReSilvered

sistors.

Mica,

Ceramic,

etc.

Carbon, Hystab, Vitreous, }-20 watt, 12/6.
Post Free. WHITSAM ELECTRICAL, IS
Woodrow Close, Perivale, Middlesex.

TV SPARES, all makes all sets, SAE/

Quote. EKCOIFerr. Plastic Housings 15/ each. Car/House Alarm Kits 25/- each.

Transistor Car Radios with fittings kit
£8.10 stnd. Push button £11.10 comp.
Band Radar Detectors for car £13.10
comp. 8 x 80 Binoculars in hide case
£7.101 10/50 £10 Please add P.P. 5/ Open Sats. All new goods.

KING'S, 8 Cray Parade, Main Road, St.

(continued)

MULLARD BY100 rectifiers, genuine new

COMPONENTS GALORE. CRT's Valves, Transistors, Tools. Electrolube. all your
service requirements at "Willow Vale, The
Service Wholesalers", 69 Station Road,

branded, not cheap rejects, 6/6 each or

70/-doien. BARTLETT'S, 38 Clifton Road,
Greenford, Middx.

BOB'S BETTER BARGAINS. Any 10
PY8I, PL36, PCL83, EF80, IJI91, EY86,
U301, 30F5, EF85, PY32, PY82, EB9I
30PLI, 30FLI, 30P4, ECL80. T.V. legs. set
5/.., post 3/6. Mail
Order only. GREEN, 2 St. James Street,

of four with plates

Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lanes.

A tow of the types are Bated below: -

BARGAIN PARCELS
All at 50/ -

PHILIPS 1768U, 17TG1001.1. etc.

NEW FROM STOCK
U26 Type EKCO, state model.

PYE 200.400.

All at 451.
FERGUSON 306-308 305-307
FERGUSON 406. 408, 416, 436. 438
P. d P. 41-, C.O.D. 61S.A.E. Enquiries

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
26

All Saints Road. North Kensington

W.11

01-229-9071

Telephone

Any 10 Valves 14/, Any 100, £6
PCF80, PCC84, PL36, PL81, PY82,
PY800, PY81, PY32. PCL82, PCL83,
PCL84, ECL80, ECC82, EB91, EY86,
EBF80, EF80, EF85, EF184, 30PL13,

sistors, 10/-

51391,

54)002

RESISTORS: f watt carbon film 5%. All
preferred values in stock from 10 ohms to
sample. CAPACITORS: Mullard Miniature Metallised Polyester PC Mounting all
250V D.C. working. 0.01mF, 0.022mF,
0.047mF, 0-11mE, 0.22mF, all at 6d. each.
Hunts tubular OlmF, 200V working at 3d.

each. Send 6d. stamp for extensive list of
low priced Electronic Components. Instruments and Equipment, Please include I/ Postage & Packing on all orders under fl.
Dept. P.T.I. BRENSAL ELECTRONICS
LIMITED, Charles Street. Bristol 1.

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP/
BRIMAR C17AF BOXED

NEW

17", 110' , 0.3A Short neck
Can replace AW43-88. CME1705 etc.

E3-19-6
VELCO ELECTRONICS

Rumbold Road Fulham. S.W.6.

EcLati,

Valves tested. P. a P. 1/..

6-30L2, U191, P Et P 1/-.

ALL VALVES SET TESTED

OLYMPIC II TV. S.A.E. for itemised
price list. AJAX ELECTRONICS, 18a

F.P55.

PYSOO,

30PL14, 30P4, 30F5, 30FL1, 10F1, 20F1

3-BY100 Rectifiers with Surge ReEX N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and Monitor
Circuits. S.A.E. for list. LOWE, 62
Brownswood Road, London, N.4.

30PL1, PCFSO, PCC54. PCL82. P1,81, Pl.,35, PY81,

10 megohms 2d. each, Send S.A.E. for free

FULLY GUARANTEED L.O.P.T.
REWINDING SERVICE
BUSH TV 53-66.
K.ELP.V.P.20, etc.

VALVE BARGAINS
Any 10 for 12/-: any 55 11. 30PL13, S0PL14,

S. ASHWORTH, 9 Mandeville Terr..
Hawkshaw, Via Bury, Lanes.
PHILIPS 625 UHF Conversion Kits, two
complete IF and timebase panels, Escutcheon Kit and knobs. 22/6 each. post paid.
BARTLETT'S, 38 Clifto Road, Green ford, Middx.

STOP

Hanwell, London, W.7. Free catalogue by
return.

il
valves 14/6 post paid. Refunded in lull
not satisfactory. PCF80, PCC84, PL81,

Paul's Cray, Kent. Tel: ORPINGTON
30566.

SETS & COMPONENTS

(continued)

49 Bridge St., Ramsbottom, via Bury,

Carriage d Insurance 12/6

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERS -A BRIDGE ROAD, SW11

Lancs.

BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES - 2 YEAR GUARANTEE!
(CATHODEON AND OTHER LEADING MANUFACTURERS)

We hold large stocks of top quality tubes, why buy ordinary rebuilds? Some rebuilds available, 19in. upwards at 21/- off quoted
prices, 12 months warranty. Colour, nmbands, etc. available Lists. Rimband types, 19in. £8.10.0: 23in, £11.0.0.
£3 0 0
CRM121, 2, 3 &4; MW31-16, MW31-74; C12FM; 121K, C12/1, etc
£4 0 0
AW36-80; MW36-24, 36-44; CRM143, 4; CME1402; C14BM; C14FM. MW41/1, etc.
CRM141, 2; CRM151, 2. 3; 15EP4 etc. C17BM, SE14/70, AW36-20, 36-21. £4 15 0
CRM143, CRM144; £4.0.0
AW43-80, 43-88, 43-89; MW43-64, 43-69; MW43-80; CRM171. 2, 3, 4; C17FM; CME1703, 5; C17AF; C17SM £5 15 6
£6 17 6
AW47-90; AW47-91; CME1902; CME1903, etc
£7 10 0
C19AH; CME1901; AW53-88, 9; CME2101, 4; AW53-80; MW53-20; MW53-80; CRM211, 2, etc.
£12 10 0
23in. Twin Panels A59 -13W. CME2306.....
19in. Twin Panels A47 -13W; CME1906, £9.17.6
(Carriage 25/-)
(Carriage 15/-)
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE. Up to 19in. 12/, 21in. upwards 15/-. Twin Panels (see above). Lists, s.a.e. please.

-

SOME OLD TUBES
WANTED, 17' UPWARDS

PHILIP H. BEARMAN, 6 Potters Road, New
Barnet, Herts. Tel: BAR 1934/7873 (Robophone)

CLOSED Thursday
b Saturday afternoons

LISTS BRITISH
VALVES I

January, 1968
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SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

SETS & COMPONENTS

FOR SALE

(continued)

(continued)

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

R Et R RADIO

THE

51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall

NEW TUBE Specialists

Rossendale, Lancs

OLYMPIC II transistor T.V. for

Chili

Eci,2
Etta I

Et'n5

AW43-88, 43-89 ............f6.12.6

..............£7.10.0

AW47-90, 91

E

4/6/ -

2/5/5/8

viY184

5/-

6(1,in 5/3
6 i.s I
5/-

1'1,1

61,600
61,ml

Fully Guaranteed
1'1'33
7/6
3,it'1 9

7/6
7/6
7/6
7/e
7/6

:161.4

ll int
1:301
Ye1,133

5/5/7/8

Postage: One valve 9d. extra. Two valves 8d. each
extra, Three to 0:5 valves 2d. eael extra, over Six

post pahl. Spoikets ex T V. 5 Loch ,and 9/8.e x 4

AW53-88, 53-89............£7.17.6
AW59-90, 59-91 ............f9.10.0

3/6, Post 2/6.8 inch round 6/6, post 4 fifer one or two

C14BM, FM ................f5.15.0

2N0!,7 10/-. 2N7(tri 3/-, A0120 2/6. G.E.O. Beet,

C17BM, FM, HM ............f6. 7.6
C17LM, PM, SM ............f6.12.6
C21 HM, SM, TM

7.17.6

CME1402 ..................f5.17.6
CIVIE1702, 1703 ............f6.12.6

CME1901, 1903 ............f7.10.0
CME2101, 2104 ............f7.17.0
CME2306

................f15.10.0

CRM141, 2, 3, 4............£5.17.6

Transistors

01'45 3/-, ACY27 4/-, ACY2a 4/-, AEytin 10/-'
00 volt P.1.V If-. Postage lid. per order.

enthusiast. Offers? MELVILLE, IOa, Colborne Way, Worcester Park, Surrey.

7.6

CRM211, 212 ..............f8.17.6
MW31-16, 74
MW36-24, 44
MW43-64, 69
MW53-20
MW53-80

..............f5.10.0
2.6
7.6

.................f8.17.6
................f8.17.6

14KP4A, 141K ..............f5.12.6
171K, 172K, 173K ..........f6. 7.6
7201A, 7203A ..............f5.12.6

TOWERBY LTD.

tubes tested before despatch and
guaranteed for 12 months
CARRIAGE 10/-, via B.R.S. or 15/- via

passenger train. Add 2/6 for Comprehensive Insurance.

Reprocessed tubes only of this type at
present.

Midland Stotkists:Amateur Electronics Co.,
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48

BATTERSEA

EP I

12/0: 11E2 1216, Fl116 7/6; 14E101283 (BC31)

Sii11,11

Rectifiers-Fin Types

Eguivs. for 165149/6: lt515 17/6; 14A07 MC 1445113
10/13, EK2 17/6: EEO 17/6; 14A94919/-: LW lb 19/-:

1.117 19/-: 14A too 19/-; 14A989 10/-: 61012V -1A

5/-:1A 7/-: 4A 10/6.

MULTIMETERS from 32/.

Stamped envelope fur loll latest selection and
bargain offers in cheap meters. Itadion. Baby Alarms.

is. Philips 1446U/46

CI Post e'er. NO C.O.D.

FOR LINE OUTPUTS AND

DURHAM SUPPLIES

DEFLECTOR COILS

175 DURHAM ROAD, BRADFORD 8, YORKS.

WE have the Country's largest stock of Menu
facturers' Original (or Authorised Replacement)
Line Output Transformers for many "difficult"
makes, including Ambassador, Baird, Cossor,
Ekco, GEC, HMV, KB, Masteradio, PatoScott, Philips, Regentono, ROD, Sobel!,
Ultra, etc. Also deflector coils output and
oscillator transformers, inc. Alba, Bush, Murphy
Examples. L.O.P.T.s: Murphy 310:350/410/540/

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School. Coach-

ing lor Brit.I.R.F.. City and Guilds Amateur's Licence, R.T.E.B., P.M.G. Certificate

etc. Free brochure front British National
Radio School, Russell Street, Reading.

FREE TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS!

SPECIAL OFFER:
Ekco Improved type for Model T221

at

37/6.

T231 at 3716; 1310 at 37/8.

132 -page

Guide

to

B.Sc.

(Eng.),

A.M.I.E.R.E., A.M.S.E., A,M.I,M.I., City

Ferranti 14T4 series 25/ -

& Guilds, A.1.0.8., A.R.I.C.S., G.C.E., etc.
on "Satisfaction or Refund" terms. Thou-

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. (3/6). Post/packing 5/-.
2 or more L.O.P.T.s Post/packing Free.

Courses in all branches of Engineering,

All enquiries answered but regret no lists available. Same day delivery on most types.

TOWERBY LTD.

E1 15

s.

Building, Radio, 'Electronics, etc. Write:
H.I.E.T. (Dept. 171 K), Aldermaston Court,
Aldermaston, Berks.

TV and Radio, City & Guilds, R.T.E.B.

Certs., etc. on "Satisfaction or Refund of
Fee" terms. Thousands of passes. For full
details of exams and home training
Courses (including practical equipment)
in all branches of Radio, TV, Electronics.
etc. write for 132 -page Handbook-FREE.

TV AERIALS
Band 1. H. Mast Fitting
Band III. 5 Ele Mast Fining
Band I'Ill. S/D and 4 -Array
Band IV, 9 Ele Array
..
Band IV,
Ele Array
..

sands of passes-over 600 Home Study

EDUCATIONAL

28 BROCKLEY CROSS, LONDON SE4

..

£1 10
£1 15
61 10
19

Lashing Kits from 10/-; Poles,Co-au Id.. Grad
"A" 1 4. Plugs 5d.
P, & P. 5/.,
C.W.O., S.A.E. for list.
TELEINDUSTRIES LTD.
BREAKSPEAR ROAD, RUISLIP, Middlesex

Please state subject. BRITISH INSTITUTE
OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. I72K). Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

BECOME "Technically Qualified" in your

spare time, guaranteed diploma and exam.
home -study courses in radio. T.V. sevicing
and maintenance. T.T.E.B. City and

Guilds. etc., highly informative 120 -page

Guide-FREE CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Dept. 858K/, 148 Holborn, London, E.C.I

FOR SALE

TECHNICAL TRAINING

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send
1/- for sample and list. I. & A BOX MAKERS, 75a Godwin Street, Bradford I.

CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc) on

RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICING-

modern courses in all branches of electrical
engineering,
electronics,
radio. TV,
automation, etc., send for 132 -page

BRIDGE

ROAD
LONDON S.W.11.
BAT 6859
JUST SOUTH OF THE BRIDGE
OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 4 p.m.

1411.412e2 PPlo 1 13/6: 161: 11118111.0124FW 18/8;

nuer tll'xIt iel. Os

AERIALS

All

complete with aystr., resistor

Line O.P. Trans; all 30/- each

Manufacturers' Reprocessed Tubes
above prices.

ut

Rectifiers-Contact Cooled

,!3111.
Shops, V.t
and 1, 4ii h 45 with F.) .0

Tel: TlDeway 5394

available at £1 each less than the

RECTIFIERS
SILICON TV ftfvoodoo., 7/6.

Niter -sums and Walkig-Talk res.

6591759, 99/6; Bush TV53, 79/6; 80,

CRM171, 2, 3

sale.

Mounted in teak cabinet. Built to specification. Working with slight faults. Suit

Tel. Rossendale 31 52
Bored Valves

AW36-20, 21 ................f5.12.6

191

Eleven Volumes pre 1953 to 1962, ill plus

carriage. HILL, 77 Maney Hill Road,
Sutton Coldfield, Warwicks.

"Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms.
Thousands of passes. For details of
handbook-FREE. B.1.E.T. (Dept. 173K)
Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS

(continued)

PADGETTS RADIO STORE
OLD TOWN HALL.
LIVERSEDGE, YORKS
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio TV, 5,000
models. List 1/6. S.A.E. enquiries. TEL - SERVICE SHEETS & CLEARANCE
RAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.
SHEETS

SERVICE.

free

with

fault

finding chart 3/, S.A.E. LESMAR, 17

PARCELS 1954 to 1967-50 assorted 56/-;
100 assorted £5. All post free. NEWNES
BOOKS SERVICE
TELEVISION

Offers. SHARP, 127 Fleetwood Avenue,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.

New Street, Andover, Hants.

SERVICE SHEETS
4/- each, plus postage
We have the largest supply of Service
Sheets for all makes and types of Radios
and Televisions, etc. in the country
(speedy service).

To obtain the Service Sheet you require
please complete the attached coupon:
Name:

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio, Television, Tape
Recorders, 1 925-1 967. Prices from 1/-.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 2/6.
Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets.
Please send Stamped Addressed Envelope

with all orders and enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
54 London Road, Bexhill, Sussex.

-

MN, MD .

O.! GOO

-

i
.......... -

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS

35/36 Great Marlborough Street,
following:

^ , ,.

Make:

Radio/TV

Model No.
Make:
Model No.
Make:
Model No.

Radio/TV

also require new 1968 List of Service
Sheets at 1/6 plus postage.
I

(which includes postage)
(Jan PT.)
MAIL ORDERS ONLY

and Radio Types. Best cash price by return.
DURHAM SUPPLIES, 175 Durham
Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.

WANTED -Popular Brand New Valves-

R.H.S., Stamford House, 538 Great Horton
Road, Bradford 7.

Models 7 and 8. Any condition. Any
quantity. HUGGETTS LTD., 2-4 Paw son's Road, West Croydon. Send for

Sussex.

EB91

ECC81
ECC82
ECC83

ECL80

EY86
ET36
PCC84

PCF90

1/6
9d.
3/3/3/41-

1/6
1/1/6
gil.
5/2/8
5/5/2/2/-

PCL82
PCL83
PL38
PL81
PY33
PY81
PY82
P530
U25
U191
U281

0282

U301
U329

0251
U801

41-

5/5/4/5/1/6
1/6
5/5/5/5/5/5/5/-

51-

8/6

10C2
10P13

185BT

2001
20L1

20P1
20P3
5U4G

5/2/6
8/8
3/5/2/6

6B8

657

6525
6P25
6U4
6V6

6P28

41-

1/8
1/9
5/5/5/1/9
5/-

EF50. 10/- doz. Post Paid.

NEW VALVES EX UNITS
IT4, 2/-: IL4, 2r-: 1A3, 2/6: 1S5, 2/8; 12ATI.
3/-: 3A4. 2/6: EF91, 2/-; EB91, 1/3; E1691, 2!-;
6V6GT 3/-: U08, 4/-: 5SN7, 2/8; 10P13, 4J-;

box of 50 ARP 12 Valves, 22/- post paid.
Special offer of TV sets in good working
Cabinets fair. R.G.D. Deep 17in. £8.
Bush TV53 141n. 1 dial for 625 line picture
conversion £5. Over 600 of these sets sold
over the past three years to New Zealand_
Bush TV24C 12in.£3. Carriage on any TV set
15/- extra.

VCR97 tube mumetal screen. Full of EF50
valves and spares only part removed 80
cycle transformer, which Is of no use as a
spare. Grade 1. 271-; Grade Ii. 22/- plus 10/ carriage.
TV Tubes. New regunned with slight glass
fault 12 months guarantee. All types 19 and
17 inch, 50/-. Carriage 10/,

WANTED-NEWNES RADIO & T/V
SERVICING 1958-66. Up to 810. 17
TV Tubes with six months'
Aldersey Gardens, Barking, Essex. RIP Reclaimed
guarantee. 171n. types: AW43/88, AW43/80.
1382.

40/- each. MW43/69. 30/-. 14in. types: 17/,
210. tYpes 10/-. MI tubes 10/- catrlage.

Manuals for most makes and types of Radios and
Television and Tape Recorders
Make

Model

Radio/TV

Please complete order form
for your Service Sheet to

Just published -the

standard reference
book by J. P. Hawker

OUTLINE
OF RADIO
and

TELEVISION

be sera by return. To:

ilia... with enquiries please.

ARP12

Ex RAF Tube Unit Type 266. Fitted with

SERVICE SHEETS purchased. HAMILTON RADIO, 54 London Road, Bexhill,

We can supply Trader Service Sheets and Manufacturer's

30 Craven Street
Strand
London WC2

valve post 7d.

order with perfect tube. All channels.
DAMAGED AVO METERS WANTED.

4/- each plus postage

LIMITED

20P3. All at 10/- per doz. Post paid. Single

E Y51

NEW VALVES WANTED. Popular TV

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS

OAKFIELD
ENTERPRISES

VALVE LIST

Ex Equipment. 3 month's guarantee

10E1, EF80, 141391, ECL80, EF50, PY82, PZ30,

EL36

WANTED

(please delete items not applicable)

I snclosa remittance of .......

New 12In.Speakers withBullt-in Tweeter,
28/6, post paid. 3 or 15 ohm Coil.

SF91

packing instructions.
Radio/TV

ohm PM and perfect 6 x 41n. and 6M. round
3/-. post 2/9. Six for 22/-, post paid. 7 x 4in.
5/-, post 2/9. Six for 34/-, post paid. sin.
round 6/6. post 3/6.

EF'80

London, W.1

Please supply Service Sheets for the

Speakers Removed from TV Sets. All 3

EFTA

IWO

Address:

411m.

January, 1968

Practical Television Classified Advertisements

192

This introductory book starts with clear
explanations of electric currents, radio and
968

List

available at 2 plus postage

audio waves and electronic components,

If list is required

indicate with X

From

Address

and continues through to the most advanced
Items of equipment such as u:h.t. television
tuners, multiplex stereo systems and colour
television receiver technique..

408 data filled pages
over 300 diagrams
including many circuits
30$. from booksellers or 32s. by post.

I eaclose remittance of
(aad a stamped addressed envelope)
(Jan P.T.)
MAIL. ORDER ONLY

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton St., W.C.2

January

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW!
Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for two years against all

HERE IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

but breakage.

..
..
15in. ..
17in..
1 9in. ..

£4.15.0

21 in. ..

£7. 5.0

12in.
14in.

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.
Each tube is rebuilt with experience and

know-how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

£5. 0.0
£5. 5.0
£5. 5.0
£5.15.0

Cash or cheque with

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES

order, or cash on delivery

237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,

Discount

Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

SURREY.

COCKTAIL STEREOGRAM CABINET £25
Polished walnut veneer with
elegant glass fronted cock tail compartment, padded

,
,..-------,..,-.1.
r. -.-_-_

.,..

j

-

position for two 101n. eliptical speakers. Record starage space. Height 35Iin.,
Width 52Iin., Depth 14/in.
Legs 1 gn. extra.

Other models.
free list.

Send for

TAPE RECORDER
CABINETS 49;8. Dia. t6" x
12/" x 7/". Red and Grey. Cut
out for BSR dec. P. & P. 7/6.

TRANSISTOR CASES 19'8. Cloth covered, many colours. Size 9/" x

3;
P 6 P. 4,6. Similar cases in plastic 7 6.
SINGLE PLAYER CABINETS 19'6. P. & P. 7 6.
TV TURRET TUNERS, 5 -. New, less valves. 5 -. Press button models

0;

x

196. P & P. 4 6.

17in.-f11.10.0

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE

3 Star Guarantee

* Tube * Valves
* Components Carr.

Old Tubes Purchased

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES
UHF/825. 91.s1itt t
new 111311114.111,1, tr

-i

BBC2. 1955 to 1963 'node's covered. Selection nt

CI.. kits and t utters at reduced prices. List available.

SPECIAL OFFERS: FERGUSON 625 IF atop. chassis. NEW, incl. 6 valves 45/0,u valves, 17/63 Circuit and Instr. 3/6, p.p. 4/6. PHILIPS 1125 conversion kit,
includes t oiler IE. amp. switch ass
,
t t less valves 89/6 p.p. 6/. GEC/
SOBELL duai 405/625 1E amp. all.1
tput chassis, NEW 38/6, p.p. 4/8
UHF TUNERS. New with valves 80/-, ierli valves 12/8 Rp. 4/6.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sens. gain all stations. PICE/LABG EAR trans'd.
8111

ITA or 1'HF Battery "plug

1

75/-. VHF Mains "plug in". 97/8. UHF

Nla., !wad 105/-.
free.
FIREBALL TUNERS.
condition 30/, Salvaged 17/6 p.p. 4/6.
PUSH BUTTON TUNERS. For Sobel] 250, RUH 612, 619, RED 17/18, 192.
Used/good condition MN-. Salvaged 15/- p.p. 4/li.

TURRET TUNERS. New, Cyldon C, 38 Mcis 20/-, KB 16 Me/s, KB MV/F
38 Mos 10/-, p.p. 4/6. Marry others available. Tech. repl. service for Pye, Ferg.,
Sobel], Philips, Stella, DEC, McMich. etc. Large selection channel coils.
CRT.. Rebuilt. guar. 17in. 711°, 901 85/-: 17, Igin, 110', 105/-. Callers only.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types available, brand new exact replacements fully guar. A st.leetion which can be supplied i-

93/6 LOFT Inserts P.p. 2/-.

PHILIPS 17.38/17TO. STELLA 11617,1.117

FERRANTI Inn I to 1011 (1.325 types)
1'26 types) 70°/90'
MOO 344, FERRANTI I o2S range
..

EX -RENTAL TELEVISIONS

FREE ILLUSTRATED
LIST OF TELEVISIONS
WIDE RANGE OF MODELS
SIZES AND PRICES
DEMONSTRATIONS. DAILY_....
.

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEED
TUBES 100% REGUNNED
141n.-8916

17in.--89/6
21in. and all SLIMLINE TUBES 99/6
Exchanged Bowls
Carr. 10/6

EX MAINTENANCE
TESTED TUBES
17in.-35i- 14in.-191Carr. 5..- (not slim line)

DUKE Et CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/3 Romford Road, E.12 01 -478, 6001 -2-3

42(0
42/6

Bush TV32, 86. 43

45/-

BM Bush TV53 to 89
72/8
78/8
53/8

30/ -

Cossor 930 to 950
Emerson 700 range
Ferguson 203 to 248

35/35/FERG 305/7. 396/8. 42/8 : 406, 506, 546
35/FERO. HMV, MARCONI. ULTRA 3601).
Ferranti 14T3 to 17T6 35I26110, 46110, 66011, range
59/6 KB NP70. OV30. PV40,
ISBN Filn In M V60, 20/-;QV20i I, R V20 range 00/ FVF20. QVF20
35/DECCA I/MI, 2, 17: DM 313, UMW 170')..
.

30 -

for Trade

MARCONI, VT157, 159, 160. 164
58/6 Pete Scott 1419 to 1724 30/ GEC 1252. 1748, 2745 range 58/6 later .3...1.is 72/6 Phileo1961.1010to106035/HMV 1665, I 869, 42/6; 187)1/6, 1890/6
58/6 Philips 17TG 100 range 35/PYE VI4, VTI 7, CTI3117. 17/21, I In to 510 62/6 Pye VT4. VT7
42/8
FAM.INVICTA equiv. LOFTS to above Pye 62/6 ROD D17. 590 to 819 35/SOBELL TP9ISO.S('24. 34. 270.370 ranges 65/- Reg 10-4 to 10-17
85/ ULTRA 1980C, 1984C, 100('.200('..
65/ - Ultra 1770.1780 range 35/ Also ALBA. BUSH, COSSOR. MeMICHAEL, MURPHY, DYNATRON. etc. Postage
and Packing for L.O.T.s 4.11. C.O.O. 3 6 extra.
.

.

SCAN COILS. Frame olp frame one. truest., width/linearity coils, sound 0/9
transf., mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol., controls, line use., transt,
resistors, condensers. etc.

TAPE RED/CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads Pinch Wheels, Idlers, Motors for
most British (incl. WALTER) and Continental.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular models, clean, service-

able con, hil
give

lie

I

t noel s. trate:hullo,. et,.

l I..1, pat, /I a

13NO

I RIES invite,L quotations

.111a),Ic

MANOR SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
(Callers:

589b, HIGH ROAD (nr. Granville Road). N. Finehley,
HU. 9118 WAY) SPE 4032 (EVG)

11.121

January, 1968
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK
TO AMBITIOUS

FRE

ENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?

The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is now available-without chargeto all who are anxious for a worthwhile post in
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPOR-

TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every

person engaged in any branch of the Engineering
industry, irrespective of age, experience or training.

On 'SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE' terms
This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses in every branch of Engineering,
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and
describes our Special Appointments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
TELEVISION ENG.

Advanced Television Eng.Gen. Television Eng.-Television Servicing and Main-

RADIO ENG.

Advanced Radio-Gen.

Radio-Radio ServielneTelecommunications -

tenance.

Sound Recording-Auto-

ELECTRONIC ENG.

Radio Amateurs' Exam.

Advanced Electronic Eng.Gen. Electronic Eng.Applied ElectronicsPractical ElectronicsRadar Tech-Frequency
Modulation-Transistors.

MECHANICAL ENG.

Advanced Mechanical Eng.Gen. Mechanical Eng.Maintenance Eng.-Diesel

mation-Practical RadioELECTRICAL ENG.

Advanced Electrical Eng.Gen. Electrical Eng.Installations-Draughtsmanvhip-Illuminating

Eng.-Refrigeration-

Elem. Electrical ScienceElectrical Supply-Alinitte
Electrical Eng.

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU
* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.
* HOW to qualify for rapid
promotion.

* HOW to put some letters after
your name and become a key
man .. . quickly and easily.
* HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Dept.
* HOW you can take advantage of
the chances you are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering.

132 PAGES OF EXPERT
CAREER - GUIDANCE
PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT
Basic Practical awl
Theoretic Courses 5,
beginners in TV.
Radio, Electronics,
etc., A.M. I. E. R. E. Cit s

v Guilds, Radio
Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.fl. Certilleate
Practical Radio
Television V Radio
Servicing

INCLUDING
TOOLS
The Specialist
Electronics

Division of
B.I.E. T.
NOW offers you
a real laboratory
training at home
with practical
equipment.
.Ask for details.

Practical Electroni.
Electronics
Engineering

B.I.E.T.

Automat ion

You

bound

are

to

benefit

from

reading

CIVIL ENG.

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES",

Draughtsmanship-

Eng.-Sanitary Eng.Road Eng.-HydraulicsMining-Water Supply-

111777.1717-ar471111.1111111

Production Eng.

Petrol Tech.

Eng.-Press Tool DesignSheet Metal WorkWelding-Eng. Pattern

Making-Inspection-

Metallurgy-

Advanced Civil Eng.Municipal Eng.-Structural

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER
SUBJECTS INCLUDING CHEMICAL ENG., AERO
ENG., MANAGEMENT, INSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY,

WORK STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC.
WHICH QUALIFICATION WOULD INCREASE YOUR
EARNING POWER?
A.M.I.E.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.S.E., A.M.I.C.E.. B.Sc.,
A.M.I.P.E.,A.M.I.M.I.,A.R.I.B.A.,A.I.O.B.,A.M.I.Chem.E.,
A.R.I.C.S., M.R.S.H.. A.M.I.E.D.. A.M.I.Mun.E., C.ENG..
CITY & GUILDS, GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

send

for your cony nort'-FREE and without obligation.

To B LET., 445A Aldermaston Court

Aldermaston, Berkshire

3d. stamp if post..1,
an unsealed envelope

Please send me a FREE copy of "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES". I am interested in (state subieci,
exam., or career).
NAME
ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
445A ALDERMASTON COURT, ALDERMASTON, Berks

.jiAllumujh
-

.

.

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT

CUT TI I IS PAGE

jakiLihkiLkiiiik,Liam.

